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Utility tax restoration proposed
to assist educational financing
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
former governor and an adviser to
many Democratic administrations say the 5 percent sales tax on
utilities should be restored to provide extra money.
Their views on educational
financing were shared last week
by former Gov. Julian Carroll and
Lexington attorney Edward
Prichard at the annual conference
of the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators.
The two are quite familiar with
strengths and weaknesses of
education in Kentucky.
Pritchard is the head of a
citizens panel that soon will be
looking at Kentucky's elementary
and secondary education system.
Carroll, during his administration, appointed a citizens task
force to recommend improvements in Kentucky education.
Money is not the only solution or
answer to the. problems facing
education, said Pritchard, but
there must be "adequate financial
support for all levels of education,
from kindergarten through
graduate programs.
"But adequate financial support
TOURNAMENT WINNER — Jimmy Brown, Paducah, was the winner of the annual Murray Country Club
Invitational Golf Tournament this weekend. (Additional photos and story of the tournament are on Pages
10,11.)
Staff photo by Dave Reeves

Kindergartners'
parents should
attend meeting

Congress to address domestic issues
after battling over foreign policy
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
weeks of battling over defense and
foreign policy, Congress is taking
up national health insurance for
the unemployed and other
domestic issues this week before
adjourning for more *an a
month.
An extension of the federal
revenue sharing program for local
governments and measures to
tighten controls over toxic wastes
and to bail out the Railroad
Retirement System also are on
tap in the final week before the
summer recess.

In addition, the House is due to
act on a bill that would establish
the third Monday in January as a
national holiday to honor the birthday of slain civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr.
The Senate, meanwhile, will be
trying to find its way out of a
filibuster over the administration's so-called target price proposals, which would freeze grain
price supports at this year's level
for 1984 and 1985.
Agriculture Secretary John
Block considers the plan essential
for reducing the $21.2 billion price
tag for the federal farm program.
He says the freeze — which will

City schools list registration
schedules; yearbooks available
SENIORS—Aug. 10, 9:00
Students attending the Murray
Noon
a.m.-12:00
on
register
City Schools will
JUNIORS—Aug. 10th, 1:00
Thursday, Aug. 18, except for high
p.m.-4:00 p.m.
school, students who will parSOPHOMORES—Aug. 11, 9:00
ticipate in early "hassle-free"
Noon
a.m.-12:00
17,
Aug.
registration. Wednesday,
11, 1:00
FRESHMEN—Aug.
teachers
for
day
work
a
be
will
p.m.-4:00 p.m.
who will report to the Murray
Murray High band members
High School cafeteria at 8:30 a.m.
who will be attending band camp
The city school will run shortened schedules on Thursday, Aug. at U.T. Martin should register and
.18, and Friday, Aug. 19. Monday, pay their fees on Aug. 15, 9 a.m.noon. New students at Murray will
Aug. 22, will be the first full length
day with food service operations. be registered on Aug. 15, 1 p.m.-4.
Students participating in the Big
The Labor Day holiday will be
Sister program,
Brother/Big
observed on Monday, Sept. 5 with
•
freshmen in
assist
to
designed
regular
a
on
school reopening
their transistion from middle
scedule Sept. 6.
Murray High School students school to high school, are asked to
be present for freshman registramay register during the times and
on Aug. 11 or 15. Student
tion
up
pick
will
dates listed. Students
members will also be
Council
necessary
the
pay
schedules,
their
to answer questions.
available
Yearfees and pick up their 1983
planning to attend any
Students
receipt).
yearbook
(bring
book
Students may also pay their Murray School for the first time
school insurance during registra- this year may register early by
tion, allowing all charges to be in- calling either the Principal's of(Continued On Page 2)
cluded in one check or payment.

Appreciation dinner planned
to honor Purchase companies
The eight-county Purchase Area
Industry Appreciation Dinner will
be held Thursday, Sept. 1, at the
Executive Inn Riverfront,
Paducah.
Over 65 companies from
throughout the area will be
recognized for contributions not
only to their local community, but
to the economic and stability of
the whole Purchase area.
Keynote speaker for the dinner
will be Edwin Tuttle, chairman of
the boar;^fsgennwalt Corp.
The dinner, which is expected to
draw about 1,200 inditduals, is
being hosted by the Purchase
ADD Industrial Development
Task Force, working in coopera-
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tion with many of the area's
Chambers of Commerce and industrial boards.
The annual Appreciation Dinner, initiated three years ago, was
organized as a regional project to
say jointly "thank you" to the
companies operating in the Purchase and to offer assistance in
helping industry to remain prosperous and to grow.
Tickets are $10 each and can be
obtained at the Chamber Centre
or at the main branches of the
Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank. For other information, contact the Purchase Area Development District in Mayfield.
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cost farmers $3.8 billion over
three years in direct federal
payments — is needed to make
U.S. commodities competitive in
international markets.
Later this week, the House is set
to vote on a three-year, $4 billion
program to provide health insurance for unemployed workers
and their families.
(Continued On Page 2)

County students
asked to register
with principals
All students who plan to attend
the Calloway County schools and
who have not registered for the
1983-84 school year should register
immediately,school officials said.
High school students, grades 912, should contact Jerry Ainley at
753-5479. Middle school students,
grades 7 and 8, should contact Roy
Cothran at 753-4182.
Elementary school students,
grades K-6 should contact their
respective school principals —
Bob Allen, East, 753-9972; Ray
Dunn, Southwest, 753-5843; and
James Feltner, North 753-9776.

All parents of kindergarten
students who will be attending the
Calloway County schools during
the 1983-84 school year are encouraged to attend a "Parent
Orientation Night."
Parents of students attending
kindergarten at North Elementary, Southwest Elementary, and
East Elementary should report to
their respective school cafeterias
on Thursday at 7 p.m. Parents of
students attending the
kindergarten at the Murray State
University location should report
to that classroom on Tuesday,
Aug.9, at 7 p.m.
The orientation will include:
morning/afternbon session
assignment, requirements, and
setting up of screening times. It is
important that parents attend if
possible.

is unobtainable from the present
revenue base," Prichard said during a panel discussion. "It will require an increase in the revenue
base."
Prichard headed a Committee
on the Future of Higher Education, which later was renamed in
his honor, that made several
recommendations for improving
higher education in Kentucky. The
panel recently announced it will
stay together and shift its focus to
elementary and secondary education.
Prichard said the removal of the
sales tax on utilities by a special
session of the General Assembly
in 1979 was "an irresponsible act
that has bedeviled us ever since.
We are going to have to repair that
revenue base before we can obtain
true excellence."
Carroll, whose Task Force on
Education made recommendations that resulted in the 1978
Educational Improvement Act,
said the utility tax needs to be
restored "at a level that consumers can afford."

Carroll, in an interview after his
appearance before the school administrators, said that the lost
utility tax revenues are costing
the state nearly $80 million a year.
He. said the tax could be
reinstated with exemptions for
people at lower income levels and
that its revenues should be
specifically earmarked for education.

an

1,"There is a potential general
funcl crisis developing on the basis
of the present tax structure," Carroll said. "The general fund has to
have an influx of new money. Not
necessarily from an tax increase
but from a new tax structure."
The 1979 special session was
called by Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall
when Carroll was out of the state.
Although he opposed the session,
Carroll did not challenAe Mrs.
Stovall's call, made while she was
acting governor.
"That special session turned out
to be one of tlie most drastic things
that ever happerted to the general
fund," he said.

Reagan defends efforts
toward minority groups
ATLANTA (AP) — President Kennedy tried, through appointments, to liberalize the commisReagan, in the face of growing
criticism from feminists and sion and that former Presidents
minority groups, today defended Johnson and Carter had named inhis efforts for women and said dividuals who reflected their
criticism of his firing of half the philosophy of how to achieve the
members of the U.S. Civil Rights goal of civil rights for all
Americans.
Commission was just "hogwash."
He said the nominees are inSpeaking to the annual convention of the American Bar Associa- dependent of the administration,
tion, Reagan said, "I reaffirm to- but that "they don't worship at the
day our unshakable commitment altar of forced busing and manto eliminate discrimination datory quotas. They don't believe
against blacks, women, the han- you can remedy past discrimination by mandating new
,dicapped and other minorities."
In particular, Reagan respond- discrimination.."
Reagan said that racial violence
ed to criticism of his decision to
replace three of the six Civil and civil rights violations are
Rights Commission members "among the most heinous intruwith nominees sympathetic to his sions upon individual liberty" and
opposition to racial quotas and said his administration has filed
school busing to achieve integra- more than 100 cases charging
criminal violations of civil rights
tion.
"My nominating them sup- laws.
He pointed out that he has proposedly compromises the independence of the commission," posed stiffening enforecement
Reagan said. "Forgive me, but provisions of the Fair Housing Act
and signed into law the longest exthat's hogwash."
Reagan said the late President tension of the Voting Right Act.

partly sunny
Today partly sunny with a 50
percent chance of
thunderstorms. Highs in the upper 80s. Light winds. Tonight
mostly clear with lows in the
upper 60s. Light winds. Tuesday sunny with highs in the upper 80s. Light winds.
LAKE LEVELS
358.1
Lake Barkley
358.0
Kentucky Lake

in
ADVENTURE COMPLETED — This group, above, enrolled in Children's Cultural Adventure
adventure FriFrench, sponsored by the Calloway County Public Library, completed their summer
in the program and atday as the program finished its fifth year. Twenty-two children were enrolled
children received cerThe
July.
in
week
each
days
three
hours,
one-half
and
one
for
sessions
tended
below, helps the
Walker,
Christine
program.
the
completed
successfully
tificates certifying they had
addition to
participants add final detailing to handcrafted castles made during the program. In
Belote,
Beth
Norris,
Dorothy
Smith,
Julie
were
month
the
Walker, other teachers and helpers during
Paula Compton,
Burke,
Terry
Cole,
Kevin
Parsons,
Sue
Taylor,
Simone
Wolfson,
Alfred
Mrs.
Dr. and
Teresa Ford,Emmanuelle Lutz, Jenny Kratzer, Leslie Adams and Jackie Boltz.

today's index
One Section —16 Pages
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Crosswords
8
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8
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Horoscope
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Perspective
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their . home-delivered
'copy of The Murray Ledger & Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to colt 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. sad 6 p.m., Monday term* Friday, Of 3:30 p. m. and 4 p. m. Saturdays.
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Controversy surrounds news during Brown's hospitalization
An AP News Analysis
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — The transfer of gubernatorial power was the dominant side issue to Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.'s month-long hospitalization, but
a subtler controversy also played itself out.
It began with the belief of some reporters and
editors that the gravity of Brown's heart and lung
problems was being deliberately soft-pedaled in official statements about his condition.
This particularly was the case June 28, three days
after Brown underwent triple-bypass heart
surgery, when the governor suffered a setback as
fluids accumulated in his lungs.
The official statement of Dr. Edward P. Todd,
chief of cardiothoracic surgery at the University of
Kentucky Albert B. Chandler Medical Center, was
that Brown had experienced breathing difficulties
but remained in stable condition.
However, the Lexington Herald-Leader, citing
unnamed hospital sources, reported the next day
that Brown had nearly died and that he was in
critical condition, suffering from "adult
respiratory distress syndrome."
Todd later confirmed that Brown had turned blue
as he struggled for air and that his right lung had
partially collapsed. He also conceded that Brown's
condition was serious, although his vital signs were
stable.
He denied that the syndrome had been diagnosed,
but said it was "at the top of my list" of possible
diagnoses. Asked if Brown had been close to death,
Todd said,"Medically speaking, no."
Todd, through a spokesman, declined to be interviewed last week. But he said earlier: "I think we

tried to be just as honest as we could possibly be."
Patrick L. Stone, chief spokesman for the UK
medical center, denied that information was
withheld from the public or that Todd's daily
medical bulletins reflected wishful thinking. On the
other hand, he said, no one wished to be alarmist.
"Throughout the process, we felt we met our
responsibility and exceeded it," Stone said. "My
overall reaction to how it was handled was that we
were open, the institution was open and Dr. Todd
was very open with making himself available (to
reporters).
"As far as(Todd) wishing the governor was doing
better and then writing his statements so that it
looked like he was, I think that's kind of foolish,"
Stone said. "I don't think you become a top-notch
surgeon and get to the point where you start
'wishing' people well.
"I personally think we exceeded what other institutions do (in releasing information). I'm very
comfortable with the way we handled it."
Interviews with spokesmen at four major
hospitals in other states indicated some would have
released less information and others would have
released more.
"I tend not to mitigate because you get into an indefensible situation if the patient suddenly expires,
which is always possible in a hospital," said James
Walsh, public relations director for Bellevue
Hospital in New York. "In some cases you don't
want to hang yourself up with a denial that's going
to make things worse than they are."
Martin Bander of Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston said all patients are entitled to
privacy. But when the patient is an elected official,
Bander said he urges candid disclosure "to give the
public some concept of what the person's illness has

been so the voter, next time election rolls around,
can made a decision based in part on the person's
health."
Stephen Stuyck, chief spokesman for the M.D.
Anderson cancer hospital in Houston, said
celebrities occasionally want to be hospitalized
anonymously.
"We do not lie to the media and deny that
somebody is a patient here," Stuyck said."We will
either confirm or deny that. The rest of the information we release to the press is based strictly on what
the celebrity wants to have released."
But Stuyck said he urges prominent patients'
spokesmen or agents to be candid.
"Because M.D. Anderson is a cancer hospital,
people hear that and sometimes think the worst,"
he said. "By telling the truth we can frequently
dispel some of the myths."
At Hermann Hospital, a critical-care facility in
Houston, information is released at "the discretion
of the physician, the patient and the patient's family," said Joan Carroza. "The minimum we give is
just the condition report."
News conferences about patients are rare at the
hospital, Ms. Carroza said, although a torrent of inquiries made one necessary after Houston Astros
pitcher James Rodney Richard, a stroke victim,
was hospitalized there.
At the UK medical center, Stone said he conferred at the outset with Todd and the governor's wife,
Phyllis George Brown, and that they decided to
"pass on appropriate information to eliminate
second-guessing."
In news stories with anonymous sources or
sources outside the UK medical center, Todd was
second-guessed "quite a bit," Stone said.
"Dr. Todd had information for taking care of the

patient and the situation sometimes came up where
it looked like a reporter had talked to a physician
who was not familiar with the case."
Comparing Brown's case to the March 1981
shooting of President Reagan is, perhaps,
unavoidable.
The first reports from George Washington
University Hospital in the nation's capital said
Reagan was unharmed. Even after his wound had
been confirmed, official statements were "as
upbeat as possible," said Dr. Dennis S. O'Leary,
who was pressed into service as a hospital
spokesman.
Days later, it was learned that Reagan's life was
in danger by the time he reached the hospital and
that he had lost much more blood than had been admitted.
O'Leary conceded at the time that the reputation
of the hospital had been in jeopardy.
Stone said no one worried about reputation in
Brown's case, that "there was really nothing that
was done to affect his care other than to try to deal
with it in a positive way."
It seems reasonable to attribute the recent
credibility problems, at least in part, to the different waya,laymen and physicians view a patient's
condition.
A layman, upon hearing that Brown turned blue
and stopped breathing, could be excused for thinking he nearly died. A physician, on the other hand,
could reason that, because instant treatment in the
intensive-care unit stablized the governor's condition, he was never close to death.
"There really isn't an easy answer," said
Massachusetts General's Bander. "One tries to use
common sense."

Neva Grey Allbritten retires
as vice president at Bank of Murray

PARADISE VALLEY CAMPERS — Five local youngsters are attending Paradise Valley Salvation Army
Camp through Wednesday,as the result of local donations. The camp hosts hundreds of yotmsters each year
and this year's guests include, from left, Cosandra Allen, Eric Baker, Chad Fox, Darlecia Ballard and Eric
Duncan, not pictured. The group was transported Saturday morning by Norville Cole of First United
Methodist Church in a church van to Mayfield where they boarded a bus with other area youngsters attending
the camp near Kettle. The five will return to Murray Wednesday afternoon.

Non-profit foundation organizes
to increase funding for LBL progress
A non-profit foundation headed
by a former U.S. secretary of the
interior has been organized to help
promote programs in TVA's Land
Between the Lakes.
Headed by Robert Herbst, interior secretary under former
President Jimmy Carter, the
public association will help promote conservation, education and
recreation in the 170,000 acre project operated by TVA.
Graves Neale, Murray, former
executive secretary of the Kentucky uilding and Construction
Tra
il is among the 24
A-appointed foundation
About 15 of these trustees attended the organization meeting
this weekend at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park.
It is the concern of TVA that
Land Between the Lakes is not used enough and is financially

Woman injured
in shooting incident
A Calloway County woman is in
stable condition today at MurrayCalloway County Hospital suffering from a gunshot wound to the
chest, according to hospital
reports.
Melinda Sharp, 27, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court, was reportedly
taken to the hospital Saturday
night by a friend who says he
found her on a gravel road in the
Panararna Shores area,according
to a spokesman for the Calloway
County Sheriffli Department.'
The spokesman says the incident occurred about 9:30 or 10
p.m.Saturday.
No arrests have bees made in
connection with the shooting but
investigation is continuing by the
local sheriffs department.

strained. It operates on a yearly executive director of Trout
budget of about $7 million.
Unlimited,a conservation group.
Herbst said the goal of the
Other association officers are
association is to promote the Land former Kentucky Gov. Edward T.
Between the Lakes nationally and Breathitt, vice chairman; Al
to get more money from Congress. Smith, a Russellville newspaper
There will be a 198344 fund publisher, secretary; and John C.
drive with a goal of $125,000 to be Lovett of Benton, a TVA attorney,
split between conservation, assistant secretary.
education and recreation.
The trustees also include actors
"If we do not do our job, the use Robert Redford and Eddie Albert,
of the LBL will not be what it both know for their conservation
should be," Herbst said. "It will efforts.
not serve as many people as it is
Some of the goals that the
capable of serving."
association has set in response to
Land Between the Lakes at- the needs of the Land Between the
tracts about 2;000,000 visitors a Lakes are publishing guideboods
year but Herbst feel it should for the area, starting an "adopt a
draw as many as 4,000,000.
buffalo" project, soliciting conHe said that without-aid, the tributions for the care of
recreation area probably will con- American Bison on the lower end
tinue to not be used enough and of LBL and raising $28,000 for
will deteriorate.
recreation equipment such as
Herbst, of Vienna, Va., is now canoes and life jackets.

City schools...

Neva Grey Allbritten, a vice
-president at the Bank of Murray,
recently retired after having been
with the bank since 1937.
Starting as a part-time
employee, and working on a parttime basis for a number of years,
she has been a full-time employee
since April 15, 1955. In 1960, she
was made assistant cashier; in
1969 was promoted to assistant
vice president, and to vice president in 1974.
As a loan officer, Mrs. Allbritten
made personal, collateral and
mortgage loans; handled applications for all student loans;
prepared all reports for student
loans, handled collections and
reports on Small Business Administration loans; issued savings
bonds.
Being very civic minded, Mrs.
Allbritten is a past president of the
Murray Woman's Club for two
years; a past secretary, corresponding secretary and
treasurer of the Murray Woman's
Club for two years each; a past
chairman of the Music Department and Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, and other
offices in each department; is a
past chairman of the Advisory
Council Board of the Woman's
Club; a past aide to the president
of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's clubs for two years, and
set up and ran six state conventions; a past member of the Board
of Directors of the K.F.W.C.; a
past chairman of the scholarship
fund of the K.F.W.C. for two

Neva Grey Allbritten
years; a past chairman of the
president's council of the
K.F.W.C.;
A past treasurer of the Murray
chapter, National Secretaries
Association International and
served on various committees;
was named as Secretary of the
Year in 1971; was chairman of the
First Heart Sunday Drive in
Calloway County; is a past
secretary of the Murray Country
Club for four years, and served on
the board of directors for four
years; is a member of the First
Christian Church choir; and has
served in various offices of the
Christian Women's Fellowship;
She is a past chairman of the
World Outreach committee; she
served four years as co-chairman
of the World Outreach annual
meeting; is Mother Patroness of
Mph Sigma Alpha sorority at

Survivor criticizes alcohol on flight
CINCINNATI ,(AP) — Some of The Cincinnati Enquirer reported
the 23 people who perished when Sunday in a copyright story.
an Air Canada jetliner caught fire
Survivors ranged in age from 28
in flight and made an emergency to 63; the victims' ages' were betlanding might- have escaped the ween 23 to 69. Some people near
smoke-filled aircraft if.\they doors never left the plane; Some
hadn't been drinking, one of 18 people who had window seats
survivors suggests.
away from escape routes lived.
In the nearly two months since
The DC-9 was en route from
June 2 when the DC-9 made an Dallas to Toronto when the fire
emergency landing at Greater In- broke out.
ternational Airport, some of the 18
The plane carried 41 passengers
passengers who survived and five crewmembers. All
developed various ideas on why crewmembers survived.
they lived and others perished,
"I just don't know why those

Congress...
(Continued From Page 1)

(Continued From Page 1) holidays and professional
fice of the appropriate school or meetings. The school year calenthe Murray Board of Education of- dar is:
SCHOOL CALENDAR 1983-84
fice. Telephone numbers are:
Murray Elementary Schools, Aug. 17, Opening Day (Teacher
grades K-4, 753-6022, 753-5512; Work Day)
Murray Middle School, grades 5-8, Aug. 18, Registration for Students
753-5125; Murray High School, Sept.5, Labor Day
grades 9-12, 753-6202; Murray Oct. 7,FDEA
.Nov. 24 and 25,Thanksgiving
Board of Education,753-4363.
Starting time for Robertson and Dec. 19-Jan. 2, Christmas
Carter Centers, Murray Elemen- Jan.3,In-Service
tary School, will be 8 a.m. with Feb. 17,In-Service
middle school and high school March 14,In-Service
beginning at 8:30. Elementary March 15 and 16, Mini-Break
students will be dismissed at 2:30 Apri16,In-Service
p.m. and the middle school and April 9-13,Spring Break & KEA
May 24,Closing Day
high school day will end at3p.m.
More specific information on
The school calendar calls for a
185 day school year, beginning registration schedules, transporAug. 17 and ending May 25, 1964. tation routes, food service and fee
The calendar includes 175 days schedules will appear in the Back
with students present for blitrUC- to School section of the Murray
LedgOr4Times in August
tion and 10 days for in-service,

Murray State; aids the DECA and
FBLA programs annually at Murray State; served as treasurer and
on the board of directors of the
Murray Civic Music Association,
and served as county treasurer for
the Arthritis Fund Drive for a
number of years.
Mrs. Allbritten, and her husband, James Rudy Allbritten, live
at 804 Sycamore St. They have one
daughter, Lynda Houck, son-inlaw Gary, and three grandsons,
Travers, Barrett, and Drew who
reside in Houston,Texas.
"Neva Grey has endeared
herself to so many with her
generousity, understanding, concern and helpfulness through the
years. Her untiring efforts in making the student loan program a
success, and her unselfish giving
of her time in so many civic projects has made for her many
friends. She came to work for the
Bank of Murray before we started
keeping records of employment!"
said Joe Dick at a retirement
breakfast in her honor. The event,
held at Curris University Center,
allowed several departments and
individuals to pay tribute to the
many years of service to the bank
and its employees. Many, many
were the gifts bestowed on her by
well-wishing friends.
"I just can't believe this," she
exclaimed. "It is better than any
Christmas."
Mrs. Allbritten plans to pursue
her hobbies, enjoy spending time
with her husband, visiting the
grandchildren,and traveling.

Various versions of the plan
have been endorsed by four congressional committees — two in
the Democrat-controlled House
and two in the Republicancontrolled Senate — which is an
indication of the strong bipartisan
congressional support the
measure has.
The Congressional Budget Office has estimated that as of
February, 10.2 million jobless
workers and their dependents
lacked any form of health insurance.
However, White House budget
director David A. Stockman has
insisted that President* Reagan
will veto such a prograni if it
doesn't carry financing provisions
to pay for the block grants that
would go to state-run insurance
programs.
The Senate Finance Committee
has approved a more nioded twb-

"—.."..0401OasaasIs04111441401441arat-os.
.

year,$1.8 billion program.
While the House version has no
financing provision, the Senate
Finance Committee bill includes
Increases in some Medicare
premiums and a freeze on
payments to physicians to pay for
the health insurance.
Also this week, the House will
vote on legislation to extend the
federal revenue sharing program
to local governments through
1988. The current authorization
expires Sept. 30, the end of the
fiscal year.
The House also will consider
legislation later in the week that
would exitand the number of
businesses subject to regulation
by the Environmental Protection
Agency and close what critics say
are loopholes in current laws
governing toxic wastes.Senate action is not etpected until after the
Auguat recess.
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who didn't make it didn't make
it," said Glen Davis, 42, of Toronto. "People got out from all over
the plane. Some people had probably planned their route (of
escape)."
"I guess it's fate," said Richard
Forrest,63,Toronto, who survived
although he was seated farther
from a door than a young man who
did not escape. "There's no logic
in the fact that a young man with a
family would not get off that
airplane and I would," Forrest
said.
National Transportation and
Safety Board investigators plan
hearings in northern Kentucky,
where Greater-Cincinnati International Airport is located, on Aug.
16-18.
Gerald Bouchard, 54, of Toronto, said some passengers might
have been better able to find their
way out of the smoke-filled plane
If they had not been drinking
alcohol.
Tests of the 23 victims' blood
samples at FAA laboratories in
Oklahoma City showed that six
had elevated levels of alcohol.
Three were above 0.1 percent, the
level considered legally drunk in
,most states, the Enquirer
reported.
"The booze that was served on
that flight was unreal," Bouchard
said.
•
Bouchard said he ordered a
scotch and water and that the
flight attendant brought him three
airline-size bottles of scotch.
Later, the'attendants served two
airline-size bottles of wine to some
passengers with dinner, and liqueur followed,Bouchard said.
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Funds sought
for restoration
of Miss Liberty
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At 97, Miss Liberty is not too old to have a facelift. But America's beloved 15I400t-tall guardian of
New York Harbor will need more than a cosmetic
operation if she is to be in perfect health for her
centennial bash on July 4, 1986.
An estimated $25 million to $30 million repair project is scheduled to begin this fall on the Frederic
Aguste Bartholdi-designed gift from the French
people. Since cost overruns are as American as,
well, Miss Liberty, that will probably make her at
least a 40-million-dollar woman.
Miss Liberty's iron ribs which support her nowsplotchy copper skin have corroded so much they
will be replaced by a stronger copper-based metal
framework. Her upraised arm and torch also have
deteriorated so badly that they may have to be
removed and rebuilt on the ground.
Other operations for Miss Liberty include a new
stairwell or elevator to better accommodate the
more than 1.5 million people who visit her annually.
The French-American Committee for the
Restoration of the Statue of Liberty has donated $5
million to cover the architectural and engineering
costs of her rebuilding. The rest is to be raised by
the Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, headed by super salesman Lee Iacocca.
If every American were to contribute just one
dime, or the price of a get-well card for that matter,
Miss Liberty would be ready to stand guard for
freedom for another 100 years.
Perhaps a more fitting way to pay for therestoration would be in the form of fund-raising projects
from the nation's school children. After all, French
school children originally paid for most of Miss
Liberty as a symbol of friendship and out of admiration for our form of government. It would not be too
much of a sacrifice if every student were to forego
just one video arcade game a week for Miss Liberty's sake.
That's something for teachers, students, parents
and former students to think about during the second half of the summer. If they don't want to wait
until the fall, any contributions can be sent to Statue
of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, Inc., P.O. Box
1986, New York, N.Y. 10018.

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior citizens. Its purpose is to answer questinns and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartllne, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I will be retiring soon. For the last
seven years, I have lived on Michigan and worked
for a U.S. railroad in Canada. I'm not so sure that
this work in Canada will be added to my Railroad
Retirement. Will I receive full credit for this work
when figuring my retirement benefit? H.S.
ANSWER: The U.S. Railroad Retirement Board
has expanded upon an earlier decision on the
creditablility of Canadian railroad service during
the period between April 10, 1978, and Dec. 31, 1982.
The Board's recent ruling allows railroads and
railway labor organizations in Canada between
April 10, 1978 and Dec. 31, 1982, to remain creditable
service under the U.S. Railroad Retirement Act.
unless the individual requests a refund of the
employee portion of the railroad retirement taxes
paid for all or part of that period. If the individual
does not receive a tax refund, his or her service in
this period will remain fully creditable even if the
railroad employer receives a tax refund on that individual's service. If both employer and employee
receive a tax refund, the service wll not remain
creditable.
Effective Jan. 1, 1983, the U.S. Railroad Retirement Board no longer credits service performed in
Canada by persons other than U.S. citizens or
residents for U.S. railroads or rail labor organizations; however, Canadians performing rail service
in the U.S. may still receive U.S. railroad retirement credits. All service performed prior to April
10, 1978 remains creditable.
These changes in coverage result from regulations issued pursuant to the Canadian Immigration
Act of 1976. U.S. laws enacted in 1940 preclude
railroad retirement coverage for service performed outside of the U.S. by persons who are not U.S.
citizens or U.S. residents, if local laws restrict
employment to citizens or permanent residents.
The Canadian Immegration Act and its regulations,
which became effective on April 10, 1978, included
such employment restrictions.
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capitol conversation

New issues in legislature reflect changing times
An AP News Analysis
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A comparison of issues that confronted the
1982 Legislature with possible
business for the 1984 Legislature
shows how quickly times are changing in Kentucky.
Lengthy surveys, released by the
Legislative Research Commission,
try to outline months in advance the
issues that appear likely to become
topics in the regular session. The
LRC takes a neutral stance.
Sometimes, the issues do not
become major topics or fail to
develop at all, but the guidelines are
handy.
In the 1982 session, for instance,
House Bill 44, which generally imposes a 4 percent yearly ceiling on a
district's taxing revenue, was proajected as a potential controversy
because of some movement for easing of restrictions or repeal.
That didn't happen. And in the
latest survey, under appropriations
and revenue matters, 11B 44 is not
cited because it obviously is a dead

horse for awhile.
One of the new subjects is the proposed taxing of wunined coal, which
came up late in the 1982 session and
never had a real chance of passage.
That may be the case in 1984, as well,
but a lot mpre has been said about the
tax. It could look tempting as the
state continues to search for new
revenue in a recession.
The most ferment appears
clustered under the general heading
of education.
Last time, there were topics like
student fees, collective bargaining
for teachers and the dispute over
creationism. This time, the trend is
toward both student and teacher
competency, programs for gifted and
talented students and computers in
schools.
In health and welfare, nursing
home reform was one of the big
topics. It seems to have been accomplished, and newer needs have
moved into the limelight.
The latest LRC survey includes the
composition of the Certificate of

Need Board, proposed regulation of
certain health occupations and price
disclosure in the health care industry.
Medicaid cost containment was a
big issue in 1982 and remains so, but
is not listed for next session because
the structure to cut costs already is in
place, the crisis has eased and what's
left is almost a routine process of
continuing economies.
Another new topic is whether the
automob& insurance sticker law
should be repealed, in view of computerized vehicle registration that
might be expanded to handle the problem automatically..
Also listed is public financing of
gubernatorial elections, a far-out
concept in 1982, but relevant these
days in the wake of the largest collective candidate spending last May in
the history of Kentucky's primaries
— about $6 million.
The wave of sentiment.,to curb
drunken drivers was not foreseen
when the LRC compiled its 1982
legislative outlook, but it came to

roost late in the, session and
developed into an extremely emotional issue. It's definitely on the list
for 1984.
So, too, with state employee
classification, pay and evaluation, a
problemas instituted after he took
over.
In the highway area for 1982, a title
law was the major subject and one
was enacted. A new topic is whether
drivers who lose their licenses should
be given an occupational license
limited to work and medical
emergency.
Despite many changes in what
Kentuckians seem to need or want
from their government, one topic
seems perennial.
In 1982, a touchy issue involved funding and upgrading of county jails.
The same still is true in 1984, with the
added possibility of regional jails.
And in the 1986 session, jails still may
be a focal point of discussion.

looking back

Ten years ago
Members of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court are pictured at a newly
installed bridge on Ernest Bailey
Road. The new type bridge was purchased from Arms Corps of
Engineers and cost the county about
$3,200, according to County Road
Supervisor Ralph McCuiston.
Fire damaged the home of Tommy
Todd,104 Spruce St., yesterday about
noon.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Parrish on July
25.
Sid Easley, attorney for Calloway
County, and James Brown, Murray
Chief of Police, were elected as officers of the Purchase Area Crime
Commission at a meeting at
Mayfield.
The William Mason Memorial
,Hospital Alumni Association will
hold a reunion at Kenlake Hotel on
'Aug.3.
Twenty years ago
Major Robert Waters now is participating in Exercise Swift Strike
III, large peacetime maneuver
throughout the state of South
Carolina.
Eddie Lee Grogan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Grogan, has been named
one of two scholarship winners by the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation.
is for $1,000 to the college of his
It
'
As THEY ARE, THEY'LL LEAVE
"JUST 16NCRE THEM WHEN IT DAWNS ON THEN YOU'RE NO AS DumB
choice. A graduate of Murray High
School, Grogan also was named as a
by chet currier Rotary Club Scholarship Winner.
Jay Lockhart is speaker and
Dalton Vaughn is song leader at the
gospel meeting at the New Providence Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Morris and
Mrs. W.F. Steely and children, Billy
some of the most important and Lisa, attended Sunday School
down."
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Historial society schedules tour
Members of the
Jackson Purchase
Historical Society at their
June meeting in Paducah
voted to schedule a threeday fall tour instead of
the usual one-day affair.
Dr. and Mrs. Hunter
Hancock of Murray, tour
directors, have outlined
the mot ambitious program in the quarter century history of the
organization.
Although the trip will
not be made until Oct. 14,
15 and 16, the deadline for
reservations has been set
for Saturday, Sept. 24 or
earlier so an alternate
might be planned if the
bus is not filled on time.
The event will take the
group to Jackson,
Vicksburg and Aberdeen,
Miss., with featured stops
to see the recently raised
warship CAIRO and the
site of the, Jackson Purchase Treaty signing on
its 165th birthday.
On the first day, Friday, Oct. 14, members
will tour the Old
Mississippi State Capitol
in Jackson which is now a
museum. Lodging for the
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two nights will be at the
Rivertown Inn in
downtown Vicksburg
with meals at the nationally famous Old
Southern Tea Room.
Saturday morning, Oct.
15, members will view the
movie, "Siege of
Vicksburg," take a twohour guided tour of the
National Park and visit
the CAIRO. The afternoon will be devoted to
the Old Courthouse
Museum, McRavan Mansion, Biedenharn Candy
where the first Coca-Cola
was bottled, and the
Welcome Center.
Travel on Sunday, Oct.
16, will be along the Natchez Trace to the
Chickasaw Council area
near Aberdeen. The

DeLoreon's wife talks
husband's arrest
about
NEW YORK (AP)
— If De Lorean, 58, is
automaker John scheduled to go on trial in
DeLorean had not been October in Los Angeles on
arrested on cocaine con- federal charges of conspiracy charges, he and spiring to distribute $24
his wife, Cristina, might million worth of cocaine.
never have had the Prosecutors claim he in-enriching" experience tended to use the profits
of turning to the Bible, from the alleged drug
Mrs. DeLorean says.
deal to save his troubled
"That singularly has car business, De Lorean
been the most major Motor Co., which he lost
change in our lives and to bankruptcy.
had this (arrest) not hap- Mrs. De Lorean says
pened, I don't think we her hus,band "was framwould have had this ex- ed.,,
perience which has been Her career as a model
so enriching ahd fulfill- has taken a "nosedive,"
ing," Mrs. De Lorean tolcj she said, adding she's onBarbara Walters on ABC- ly made $105 since
TV's "20-20" program January.
Thursday.
Famous friends, inHowever, she also said eluding Johnny Carson,
her husband's arrest National Football League
crippled her modeling Commissioner Pete
career and made their Rozelle and broadcaster
celebrity friends stop Frank Gifford, have stopcalling.
ped calling, she said.
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Several new brands of Vacuum
Cleaners in stock and more arriving
daily.
We give free estimates and a written
warranty on all cleaners.
We are an independent dealer.
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and Marie Keel.
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group will be guests of the
Monroe County Society
for ceremonies around
noon honoring the 165th
anniversary of the
Jackson Purchase Treaty
signing.
Checks for $85.50
should be sent as soon as
possible to the secretary,
Miss Margaret Heath,
1202 Joe Creason Dr.,
Benton, Ky. 42025. Box
lunches, the Sunday night
dinner and rooms are included in the price but
meals at the Vicksburg
Inn must be purchased
separately.
Pickups must be made
at Paducah, Benton, Murray, Mayfield, Fulton or
by arrangement at intervening stops along this
route.

Open Mon.-Sat.
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Shipley and Langford vows solemnized

Miss Karen Kay
Shipley and Timothy Andrew Laligford were married Sunday, July 17, at 3
p.m. at Buffalo Lick Baptist Church, Gracey.
The bride is the
daughter of the Rev. and
Mrs. Charles Hal Shipley
of Gracey. She is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. N.A. Ezell and
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Shipley, all of
Murray.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dee
Langford of Hickman. He
is the grandson of Mrs.
L.W. Burcham, the late
Willie Andrews and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Langford, all of
Hickman.
The bride's father officiated at the doube ring
ceremony. He was
assisted by the groom's
father.
The nuptial music was
provided by Mrs. Peggy
Hendricks, organist, Miss
Paula Faye Ladd, pianist
and flutist, and Miss
Carla Wiksell of Hendersonville, Tenn., and Tony
Oliver of Princeton,

soloists. Prayers were by
Nita Baugh and Edward
Smith. The congregation
joined in the ceremony by
singing "Love Devine All
Loves Excelling."
A brass arch entertwined with greenery was the
center of the altar. Brass
stands holding ferns were
on each side. A brass
chandelier candelabrum
also decorated with
greenery complemented
each side of the arch.
The family pews were
marked with greenery
and white satin bows.
Each window held an arrangement of magnolia
foliage centered by a hurricane candle holder
adorned with a single
white gardenia and blue
summer flowers.
The bride
The bride, escorted to
the altar by her father,
was given in marriage by
her parents. As a symbol
of her love, the bride
removed a flower from
her bouquet and pinned it
to the groom's lapel.
She wore a white formal gown made of white
taffeta with organza
overlay featuring a silk
_i Venise lace stand-up
neckline. The full bishop
sleeves had fitted Venise
Census at Murray- lace cuffs. A yoke of
Calloway County sheer bridal illusion
Hospital for Wednesday, created an off-theJuly 27, was 133 adults shoulder effect. Pearls
and 10 in nursery.
adorned ,the illusion.
A newborn admission Venise lace edged the emwas Baby Boy Ellison, pire waist from which fell
parents, Mary Ann and the circular skirt. The
Daniel, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
chapel train was
Dismissals were as bordered in lace.
follows:
Her chapel length veil
Bryant W. Hodges, Rt. of bridal illusion trimmed
3; Miss Teresa C. Byerly, in lace was made by her
Rt. 6; John S. Clemons, mother. The headpiece
New Concord; Mrs. was covered with matJuanita M. Chiles, Rt. 4, ching Venise lace and reBenton; Willie L. embroidered with seed
Holland, 717 South 12th pearls.
St.; Mrs. Martha
The bride carried a
F.
Lovett and baby boy, Rt. cascade bouquet of
1, Ptiryear, Tenn.;
gardenias, white
James W. Nix, Rt. 7; sweetheart roses and
Mrs. Janet K. Perry, E16 white stephanotis tied
Fox Meadows; Mrs. with white satin picot
Janice E. Riley, Rt. 3, streamers.
Benton; Gary L. Spain,
She carried a silk hanRt. 1, Almo; Joe Pat dkerchief belonging to
Thweatt, Rt. 1, Almo; her maternal greatMrs. Khadra D. grandmother as
Williams, Rt. 1, Dexter;
something old. Pearl earMrs. Jo Karen Rice and rings, a gift from the
baby girl, Rt. 1, groom, and her bridal
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. gown represented
Debra Kay Lovett and something old. The white
baby boy, Rt. 2, Benton; Bible she carried was
Mrs. Margaret F. borrowed from her
Johnson, A-5 Coach mother which had been
Estates; Mrs. Verdie B. presented to her as a wedWilliams, Rt. 3, Fulton;
ding gift from the Rev.
Thomas W. Walston, Shipley. A blue garter
Rt. 2; Mrs. June Warden was something blue.
Smith, 1709 W. Olive St.;
Nita Baugh of
Mrs. Grace V. Moore, Nashville, Tenn., was the
1708 Calloway Ave.; Mrs. maid of honor.
Clarice G. McDaniel, Rt. Bridesmaids were Rhon3; Herman C. Lassiter, da Hunter of Mayfield,
Rt. 4; Mrs. Beatrice H. Danna Shipley, of
Lassiter, Rt. 4;
Madisonville and Renee'
Jack F. Vinson, Rt. 5, Bosell of Paducah.
Benton; Mrs. Charlotte
The attendants wore
Jones, Hazel; Mrs. Ovie identical floor length
T. Galloway, Rt. 3; Ed- skirts and blouses of
ward C. Foltz, Rt. 3; periwinkle blue polyester
Argyle M. Finley, 824 silk. The Victorian style
South Ninth St.; Mrs. blouses featgred a white
Lucille B. Flannery, Fern chantilly lace yoke and
Terrace Lodge.
stand-up collar. The short

6

Patients listed

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

153-0035

a
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Andrew Longford
sleeves which gathered
into cuffs were trimmed
with matching lace.
Each attendant carried
a fan centered with a
single gardenia blossom
and blue summer flowers
with white satin picot
streamers tied in love
knots. The lace fans were
crocheted by the bride's
maternal grandmother,
Mrs. Ezell. A gardenia
blossom was worn in the
hair of each attendant.
Jennifer Lee Langford,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Langford of
Hickman, was the flower
girl. She wore a white
eyelet floor length dress.
She carried a white
decorated wicker basket
filled with petals from
white mums and blue
hydrangea.
The groom
Walter Goodman of
Hickman was best man
for the groom.
Groomsmen included Edward Smith of Nashville,
Tenn., Larry Langford of
Hickman and Jim Yonts
of Lexington.
Ushers . were Kenneth
Shipley, brother of the
bride, of Gracey, and
Bennie Guier of
Hopkinsville.
The ring bearer was
Robert Wheeler, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Wheeler
of Lexington.
The bride's throw away
bouquet and a framed
copy of the wedding invitation was on the guest
register table, covered
with an ivory lace cloth
over periwinkle blue.
Mrs. Evelyn Bolin of Providence and Miss Jo Ann
Ezell of Paducah attended the guest register
table.
Reception
A reception was hosted
by the bride's parents at

their home.
The'bride's table, two
round serving tables and
the gift table were draped
in periwinkle blue and accented with ivory handcrocheted lace overlay.
Centering the bride's
table was a five-tier wedding cake decorated in
Wedgewood style. A blue
icing background enhanced the white icing lace
work. Topping the cake
was an ornament designed with white gardenias,
white lace star flowers
and touches of blue.
White gardenias were
also placed in the separation between the third
and fourth tiers and at the
base. The bride's mother
designed, baked and
decorated the cake.
Silver candelabra
holding blue tapers were
placed on either side of
the cake.
The groom's table held
a basket of red, white and
blue summer flowers.
The red velvet cake was
decorated to resemble a
Confederate flag.
Punch was served from
a silver punch bowl flanked by crystal toasting
goblets for the bridal couple.
Serving were Mrs.
William Malone and Mrs.
Bill Lester of Gracey,
Mrs. Bobby Key of Central City, Martha Gray of
Cadiz, Ruth Gray of
Princeton and Gina
Shipley of Murray.
An antique china doll
dressed as a bride was
the centerpiece of the gift
table. The bride's mother
fashioned the doll's wedding gown.
Following a wedding
trip to St. Thomas in the
Virgin Islands, the couple
will reside in Fulton
County.

Rehearsal dinner
The groom's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Dee
Langford, hosted a
rehearsal dinner for the
wedding party at Lake
Barkley Lodge.
Bridal events
Bridal events held in
honor of the couple included:
A kitchen shower
hosted by Women's Missionary Union at Blood
River Baptist Church in
Calloway County.
A brunch for the couple
by Mrs. Rosie Forsythe
and Miss Lisa Forsythe
was at Shoney's in Union
City, Tenn.
A pool party at the
home of Mrs. M.E.
Lamon was hosted by
Sham n and Vincent
Kahne.
Mrs. Elton Hancock,
Mrs. 'William Malone,
Mrs. Earl Thomas, Miss
Heather Thomas and
Mrs. Robert Dunnagan
were hostesses for a gift
tea given by members of
Buffalo Lick Baptist
Church in the home of
Mrs. Dunnagan.
Mrs. Harold Skaggs
entertained with a china
and crystal shower in her
home in Cadiz.
Mrs. Fred Klutts, Mrs.
Hugh Caldwell and Miss
Fonda Kirk were
hostesses for a
miscellaneous shower at
West Hickman Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Sally Goodman,
Mrs. Delores Thomas,
Mrs. Glenda Langford,
Mrs. Chrystyn Goodman
and Mrs. Debra Darnall
hosted a miscellaneous
shower at David's Chapel
Baptist Church,
Hickman.
A bridesmaids' brunch
was hosted by the bride's
parents at their home.
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Sidewalk Sale Begins
(Just Inside The Door)

EVERY TUESDAY
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It's Unbelievable— Don't Miss It

LAD & LASSIE
Murray, Ky.
20% Off All Jeans - Boys & Girls
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Descendents of William Thomas Hays meet for reunion

s
Gordon Dunning of Puryear

Lost 59 Lbs.
In 13 Weeks!

The descendents of
William Thomas Hays
gathered for a reunion at
the home of-James Curtis
Hays, Murray, on Sunday, July 24.

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mack
Easley, Mr. and Mrs.
Parvin Walker, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Gunn and
Shay, Frank Hays
Walker and Mrs. Thelma
McCallon, all of
Present were 63 family Mayfield;
members and guests. A
Mrs. John Hays,
potluck dinner was served.
Naoma Sisson
Family members at- Mooneyham, Corinine
tending were the follow- Underwood and Chris
ing:
Brtuiclige, Fulton;
Lorena Sisson Easley,
Clifton E. Hays and

Gordon says when it
comes to losing weight,
there are lots of choices.
Sure, I've tried other
diets and lost weight for a
while, but I gained it back
again faster than I lost it!
That's where Diet Center is
different. They'll not only help you
to lose those extra pounds, but
they'll also teach you how to
keep them off.

YOU CAN DO IT TOO!
NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS
ALL NATURAL FOODS
NOW OVER ISA I °CATIONS
US & CArADA

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE,
INTRODUCTORY CONSULTATION,

DIET
CENTER
4 91,2
Ow (en,., In,

753-0020
The Natural Way to Lose Weight'

Diet Center Lunch
Now Being Served
at Dakota Feed & Grain

641 N. The Village
Mon-Fri 7:30-1:00, 2:00-5:00 Sat. 10-12 A
•

Pier l's golden rattan
at once-a-year savings

The annual Betty
Shepard Memorial Golf
Tournament will be
Wednesday, Aug. 3, at the
Oaks Country Club.
Sue Wells, golf chairman, said players will
tee-off at 9 a.m. Carolyn
Caldwell and Melva Hatcher are co-chairmen.
The lineup is as
follows:
No. 1 — Carolyn
Caldwell, Velvet Jones,
Mary Bain, Mary
Bogard, Sandy McGinty
and Mary Jane Park.
No. 2 — Vicki Nance,
Wanda Brown, Vickie
McLeary, Betty Vowell,
Linda Brann and Faye
Brundage.
No.3— Martha Mahan,
Tootie Winte, Betty
Lowry, Mary Anderson,
Sue Lamb and Grace
James.
No. 4 — Nancy Nickel,

Reg. 189.99
•2888
Now $1

Headboards
39" and 54"
Reg. 89.99 & 99.99

Reg. 1 29.99 & 14999

Now $6888

Now $8888

108"Throne chair

$

42" Dining Table
With Four Chairs
Reg 549.99

Sale 89.88
Orig. 149.99. Darkstained rattan, 27"
tall. Cushion sold
separately. Taiwan.

& $7888
Coffee Tables
Reg. 109.99& 129.99
Now $8888

Now $39888
& $9888

PIN 1 hoping

Bel Air Center—Murray
9-6 M-F, 9-5, Sat.
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Dot Ramage, Wanda
Mullinax, Virginia Davis,
Eleanor Griffin and Sue
Taylor.
No. 5 — Susan Bradley,
Jean Russell, Ginni
Hopkins, Jennifer
Crouse, Terri Lamb and
Sheri Lamb.
No. 6 — Sue Wells, Polly Seale, Essie Caldwell,
Murrelle Walker, Adrian
Berry and partner.
No. 7 — Ada Roberts,
Betty Powell, thus Orr,
Freda Steely, Billie
Cohoon and Vee Severns.
No. 8 — Burlene
Brewer, Laura Parker,
Gladys Heflin, Mary
Tick, Judi Cultra and
Gwyn Petty.
No. 9 — Shelley
Caldwell, Shelby Morgan,
Jeannie Morgan, Susy
Wells, Donna Wear and
Connie Lampkin.
No. 11 — Marsha

Hargrove, Carita Lamb,
Phyllis Epstein, Carol
Farrington, Cathryn Garrott and Nancy
Haverstock.
No. 12 — Martha
Broach, Shelba Barnett,
Margaret Shuffett, Peggy
Shoemaker,open.
No. 13 — Pam Mavity,
Diane Villanova, Sara
Chumbler, Donna Saxon,
Patty Bowland and Susan
Sloan.
No. 14 — Leslie Stevenson, Nita Pursley, Linda
Dillon, Gwynn Strader,
Barbara Stacy and
Euldene Robinson.
No. 15 — Betty Scott,
Patty Claypool, Ethlene
McCallon, Wilda Purdom, Doris Rose and
Vicki Oliver.
No. 16 — Suzanne
Oakley, Hazel Ray, Jane
Barnett, Helen King,
open.

James McCallon, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton McCallon,
Bill McCallon, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Hays, Don
Hays, Mr. and Mrs.
James Sanders and
Jamie, Mrs. Ann Hays,
Mr. and Mrs. Keith hays,
Vonnie and Chris, Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Burkeen,

Monday, Aug. 1

Monday, Aug. 1

Murray -Calloway
Camera Club will meet at
7 p.m. in Annex of
Calloway Public Library.

elude Beginning Swimming Program at Brandon
Spring Group Camp. LBL
Hunting permits, hunting
guides and legal road
maps will be available.

Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Curtis and Kellie, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Hays, Marty' and Stephanie, all of
Murray.
Guests present were
Lorena Marshall, Zelm
Dunning, Anita and
Angela Curtis, Wayne
Redden and Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Spencer.

Murray Country Club
plans ladies golf play
Ladies day golf play at Betty Lowry,low putts.
the Murray Country Club
First flight — Inus Orr,
will be Wednesday, Aug. firSt, Diane Villanova, se3, at 9 a.m.
cond, Cathryn Garrott,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer low putts.
will be golf hostess.
Second flight — Sue
Because of the large Costello, first, Nancy
number of members who Schempp, Freda Steely
will be playing in the Bet- and Betty Scott, threety Shepard Memorial way tie for second, Nancy
Golf Tournament at the Haverstock,low putts.
Oaks Country Club, the
Third flight — Barbara
pairings will be made at
the tee for those coming Stacey and Molly Booth,
to play at the Murray tied for first, Vee Severns
and Mary Bell Overbey,
Club.
Betty Scott, hostess for tied for second, Martha
golf play on July 27, has Sue Ryan,low putts.
released the winners as
Fourth flight — Wilda
follows:
Championship flight — Purdom, first, Beth
Evelyn Jones and Jerlene Belote and Ethelene McSullivan, tied for first, Callon, tied for second,
Mary Bogard and Venela Frances Richey, Low
Sexton, tied for second, putts.

Coming events for the community

Rattan Floor
Screens

Trunks/
Coffee Tables

mother, Mrs. Ruth Hays,
Memphis, Tenn.; Miss
Kitty hays, East Ely,
Nev.; Mrs. Pauline Hays
Harper,Cuba;
Mr. and Mrs. Max
Hughes, Erica, Devry
and Dedra, Farmington;
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Redden, Richmond; Dr. and
Mrs. Ric Redden,
Michelle, Shannon, Mitzi
and Shelley, Versailles;
Mrs. Esther Hays McCallon, Mr. and Mrs.

Annual Betty Shepard Memorial
Golf Tournament to be played
Wednesday at Oaks Country Club

So when you decide to lose that
excess weight, once St for all, I encourage
you to compare safety, effectiveness
and price. It's really the only
option...because it works! Permanently!
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DATEBOOK
Whitney Carter Noble born
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C. Noble, Eva,Tenn.,are the
parents of a son, Whitney Carter, weighing eight
pounds, born Saturday, July 23, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Jan Townsend. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Earl R. Townsend and Mr. and Mrs. Fowler
W. Noble, all of Paris, Tenn.

Ashley Diane Rice born

Tuesday, Aug. 2
Social Security
Representative will be
from 10 a.m. to noon at
Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex.
"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
will be presented by MSU
Theatre at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Dam State Park.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will -include Beginning Swimming Program at Brandon
Spring Group Camp and
Stream Stroll from 2 to 4
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor_Center.
Bazaar Workshop will
be at 9:30 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
WMU of First Baptist
Church is scheduled to
meet at 9:30 a.m.

Tuesday, Aug.2
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
New hours for Murray will meet at 7 p.m. at
Transit Co. will be from Health Center. This is
6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., open to all interested peralso open during lunch sons.
hour. For information
call 753-9725.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
"Get Acquainted" western portion of
Night will be at 7 p.m. at Livestock and Exposition
Murray Moose Lodge.
Center.
——
Murray Assembly No.
"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
will be presented by MSU 19 Order of the RAinbow
Theatre at Kentucky for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
Acteens of First Baptist
Dam State Park.
Free blood pressure Church will meet at 9:30
Parents Anonymous tests will be given from a.m.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Wednesday, Aug.3
information call 759-1087 Seventh-day Adventist
Hazel and Douglas
or 753-6089, anytime, 753- Church.
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acGroup II of CWF of tivities by Senior
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in- First Christian Church Citizens.
will meet at 2 p.m. at
home of Lochie Hart.
Ladies day golf play
Murray Optimist Club will be at 9 a.m. at Muris scheduled to meet at ray Country Club.
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Betty Shepard
Restaurant.
Memorial Golf TournaSenior citizens ac- ment will start at 9 a.m.
tivities will be at 9:30 at Oaks Country Club.
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
Hazel and Douglas will be presented by MSU
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 Theatre at 8 p.m. at
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Kenlake State Park.

Mr. and' Mrs. Gary Rice, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.,
are the parents of a daugher, Ashley Diane,
weighing six pounds six ounces, born Friday, July
22, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is Henry County Commissioner Karen Redden Rice. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Rice, Buchanan, and the late Colie and Dorothy
Norwood Redden.

Tennis play Tuesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Aug. 2, at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Cindy Dunn, Vicky
Holton, Mary Jane Key and Martha Andrus.
Substitutes will be Renee Wynn and Cathy Mattis.

Show planned by club
The Lake Barkley Homemakers Club will sponsor
an Arts and Crafts Show to be held in conjunction
with the Eddyville Founders Day Festival on Friday and Saturday, Aug. 26 and 27. The show will be
at the Lee Jones Park across from the Eddyville
Courthouse and will be from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. each
day. There will be a $15 set up charge for the two
day event. Any person interested in displaying their
crafts at this show should write to Lake Barkley
Homemakers Club, P.O. Box 761, Eddyville, Ky.,
42038, for more information.

Lockhart finishes training
Navy Seaman David L. Lockhart, son of Darrell
D. and Georgia L. Lockhart, 400 North Seventh St.,
Murray, has completed recruit training at Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill. During the eightweek training cycle, trainees studied general
military subjects designed to prepare them for further academic and on-the-job training in one of the
Navy's 85 basic occupational fields. Included in
their studies were seamanship, close order drill,
Naval history and first aid. Personnel who complete this course of instruction are eligible for three
hours of college credit in physical education and
hygiene.

Coupon Must Accompany Order
$21

Reg. Price

$120:
Ai
$220

Reg. Price(Plain)

brunch
bride's
me.

sq251
$370:

2 Pc. Plain Reg. Price

Factory Outlet

5t

(Silk Lined & Velvet Extra)

EVERY SECOND
MATCHING
ITEM 1C EACH

JEANS
We Want To Sell You
A SHIRT!
We now have in stock a wide
assortment of Men's Sport
Shirts including —

Rawlings — Jonathan Hill — J.P. Austin — Bud Perma

Coupon Good Thru Aug. 27th

All at the unbelievably low Price of

Laundry &Cleaners
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Adams-Landreth wedding planned
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
D. Landreth of Coffeeville, Miss., announce
the engagement and forthcoming marriage of
their daughter, Frankie
Janelle, to Daniel Clay
Adams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth C. Adams
of Paducah, formerly of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
O.S. Landreth and the
late Mr. Landreth and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Luke Roberts, Sr., all of
Coffeeville
Miss Landreth
graduated from Coffeeville High School and
attended Northwest
Mississippi Junior College. She presently is
employed with the Bank
of Coffeeville.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford C. Adams of
Mayfield and of Mr. and
Mrs. Heman C. Sams of
Paducah, formerly of
Murray.
Mr. Adams graduated
from Murray High School
and attended Murray
State University. He is
employed as manager of
Frankie Janelle Landreth
Piggly Wiggly Grocery in
Coffeeville.
will marry Daniel Clay Adams
The wedding vows will the First Baptist Church, in the church fellowship relatives
are invited to atbe exchanged on Satur- Coffeeville.
hall.
tend the wedding and the
day, Sept. 17, at 4 p.m. at
A reception will follow
All friends and reception.

Mental deterioration not always with old age
WASHINGTON (AP) —
As the lifespan continues
to increase, it is important that Americans better understand the aging
process, says Jack Ossofsky, executive director of
the National Council On
The Aging.
"It is a universal myth
of aging that symptoms
of mental deterioration
automatically accompany old age," says
Ossofsky. "That is just
not the case; and, consequently, thousands of
elderly people may not be
receiving the kind of help
that can mean a more
comfortable, productive
life."
He cites a recent nationwide survey by Sandoz Inc., a pharmaceutical firm involved
in geriatric research,
that showed that almost
45 percent of respondents
believe that "senility,"
which they define in
various ways, is a natural
part of aging — like gray
hair.
"Many of the symptoms which people define
as senility, such as
memory loss, confusion
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Bel Air Center
South 12th Street
Murray
753-0440

One solution Knudsen
advocates is involvement
in groups, for past and
potential abusers. "In a
group, an abuser can
learn about himself,
break down the isolation
he feels, and build confidence in dealing with a
crisis," he says.

Best Meal Deals
For Your Budget
Every Monday thru Thursday
11.000.m. _ 9:00 p.m.

But one of the questions
that' continues to haunt
Knudsen — and one he
wants to focus on — is the
difference between the
abuser and the nonabuser from the same environmeat, especially if
both /were abused
children.

$3.29
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Why and how do some
break out of the cycle?"
is the answer he hopes to
learn.

8 oz. Chopped Steak & Stuff
6 oz. Sirloin Steak
6 oz. Sirloin Tips
8 oz. Chopped Steak & Mushrooms
Includes: Choice of Potato and Hot Roll
Above Specials with Soup & Salad Bar

Great Week-End Specials
Lunch Specials
Monday thru Friday 11:00-4:00

From $1.99

Community Theatre
which ran for two weeks.
She previously taught
at Western Illinois
University, McComb. She
is currently serving as a
member of the Murray
State University Alumni
Board.
Miss Mofield earned
her master's degree at
Murray State University.
Her bachelor's degree
was earned at David
Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn.

EVERY SATURDAY
11:00 till 2:00
Choice of 5 Lunch Specials
with Choice of Potato & Hot Roll
Soup & Salad Bar & Drink

••••

FULL MEAL $2.99
Make Your Own Real Dairy Cone
Only 10' With Meal

Free Beverage Refills
GO.

You Are Invited To Our...

FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL
Sunday, July 31

6:00-7:30 p.m.

Monday, August 1 Thru
7:00-8:30 p.m.
Thursday, August 4
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Classes For All Ages
Adult Class Taught By John Dale

$17500 1.15 et.1
FURCHES JEWELERS
Diamonds Starting at

113 S. 4th

trick of association. A
timer can help remind
you when to turn the oven
off, and associating important items, such as
keys, with specific places
in the home, can be
helpful.
'Be orderly: Forming
good habits around the
home can help to
counteract memory
lapses. Medications, for
example, should always
be kept in the same place.
*Repeat three times:
Studies have shown that
for most people a new
piece of information must
be repeated at least three
times before it becomes
fixed in the memory
bank.
'Organize new information: New information can be remembered
more easily if it is
organized into
"Even those estimated ple, most people easily
categories.
5 to 6 percent of the 22 remember the shape of
*Relax and take your
million people in the over- Italy because they have
time: Memory functions
65 population who do suf- been told that Italy is
best when you are relaxfer from severe intellec- shaped like a boot.
ed and can concentratk,.
tual impairment and an
•Cure absent- Older people cannot abadditional 11 to 12 percent mindedness: Forgetting
sorb too much new inwho suffer mild to to turn an oven off or
formation at one time,
moderate symptoms can misplacing a set of keys
and they may take more
be helped," he said.
are basically memory time to do so than a
Another expert on ag- problems. The cure is the younger
person.

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE

Ruth Ann Mofield now
teaching at Henderson

Where rfi'
Diamo

ing is Dr. Richard
Besdine, assistant professor of Medicine, Division on Aging, Harvard
Medical School. Besdine,
also director of Geriatric
Education at the Hebrew
Rehabilitation Center for
the Aged in Boston, suggests some simple ways
to improve the memory
of the elderly:
*Be alert and aware:
Anything you wish to
remember you must first
observe carefully. Make
sure that you are concentrating on one thing at a
time.
*Link ideas to images:
All memory is based on
associating new information to something that you
already know. The trick
is to link what you want to
remember to a strong
visual image. For exam-

Ron & Joyce's

Sociologist warns person can become child
abuser when faced with right circumstances
WEST LAFAYETTE, from finances to relation- remove children. In
Ind. (AP) — "In a week ships, that causes abuse Sweden, he explains, it's
anyone can become a to cut across the popula- the opposite: Parents are
child abuser," says a tion. "Families don't get recognized as potential
Purdue University much suppprt; they often abusers and must prove
sociologist who believes it don't even know their themselves to be fit.
takes only the right set of neighbors, and they can't
Another factor in
circumstances to trigger seem to ask for help," abuse, Knudsen adds, is
a case of abuse.
Knudsen says.simple ignorance.
-There's a myth that
Knudsen has observed
"We often have
only people who were what he calls a "cycle of unrealistic expectations
abused themselves will violence," with two great of our children. On TV,
abuse their children, or contributors of modern kids are always clean and
that it is a lower-class life being TV and air- well behaved. Young
phenomenon,or even that conditioning.
mothers today often have
you have to be mentally
"Instead of sitting out grown up with only TV
ill," says Dean D. on the porch or going to models of children and
Knudsen, associate pro- the park after supper, come from families
fessor of sociology.
we're isolated from without younger children.
But just put a person in- others, prisoners in our Thus, in many cases they
to the right setting — add own homes," he points don't know what to expect
a lot of stress — and out. Worse still, no one is from kids because they
Knudsen predicts any there to check our tran- didn't have any eitnormal person could sgressions against our perience or practice with
become an abuser.
own kids, he adds.
babies while they were
A father laid off from
Among the most fre- growing up."
work, for instance, may quent abusers, he says,
be a model parent — until are young, socially
he is jobless and forced to isolated parents who
stay at home. As tension move frequently. They
increases, so does the have low incomes and litpotential for first-time tle access to help, he sugchild abuse.
gests.
Ruth Ann Mofield,
Knudsen, who has been
Knudsen agrees with Director of Broadcasting
researching child-abuse most theorists that the in- at Freed-Hardeman Colcases in Tippecanoe stitutionalized violence in lege, Henderson, Tenn.,
County, Ind., for more American society con- is teaching in the 1983
than a decade, observes tributes to violence in the Summer High School
the frequency of reported home. Prisons, for in- Journalism Workshop
at
cases of suspected abuse stance, and even schools, the University of Tenor neglect is up, from condone corporal punish- nessee in Knoxville.
roughly 30 a year in 1970 ment.
Miss Mofield, daughter
to more than 1,100 in 1982.
"There's a cultural of Dr. and Mrs. William
Does this reflect a na- milieu of legitimate force Ray Mofield of Hardin
tionwide trend? Pro- and violence surrounding and Benton, has spent
a
bably. "There's really no child abuse in America," busy summer.
way to estimate the na- Knudsen says. "Violence
She claimed one of the
tional figures, although is part of our background Faculty Computer
Imreports are around a and heritage — it hap- provement Awards and
million a year," says the pens with tremendous spent a month on the
sociologist.
regularity."
Henderson, Term., main
The figures translate
Knudsen notes that in campus.
into one of every 14 this country parents are
Miss Mofield as the
children being abused, assumed to have nearly older Ernestine played
most by friends and total control over their one of the leading roles in
relatives.
children, and in child the production of
Knudsen believes it's abuse cases parents must "Cheaper By The Dozen"
stress in everyday living, be proven unfit in order to by Murray-Calloway

and personality changes,
are attributable to a
variety of causes, most of
which can be treated,"
Ossofsky points out.
"The survey also shows
that the U.S. population
believes senility is just
hardening of arteries in
the brain and that nothing
can be done to help
preserve alertness and
improve memory
lapses," he adds.
"The fact is, senility
doesn't always have to
happen. It is the exception rather than the rule
and the majority of people who survive into old
age never experience
significant memory loss,
confusion, disorientation,
personality changes or
other symptoms which
could be indications of
dementia.
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Appeals judge says occupation is rewarding, challenging
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— An appeals judge's life
would not seem to be an
exciting one to someone
not connected with the
judicial process.
But Pierce Lively, who
has sat on the U.S. 6th
Circuit Court of Appeals
for 11 years, finds it
anything but boring.
"It's a great challenge
to study, review and interpret the law. I find it
very satisfying," said
Lively.
This October, the 61year-old Danville resident will become chief
judge of the 92-year-old
federal court, based in
Cincinnati.
Lively is the second
Kentuckian to hold the
position and the seventh
from tt__ _in
the 11-member court,
which hears cases from
Kentucky, Ohio,
Michigan and Tennessee.
The first Kentuckian
named as the court's
chief judge was one of
Lively's mentors — the
late Shackelford Miller
Jr. of Louisville.

Lively served as his
law clerk from 1948-1950.
That stint gave way to 22
years in private practice
that included one year as
a special trial judge in
Boyle County. In 1972,
Lively was appointed to
the federal court by
President Nixon.
Lively's friends say he
has what it takes to
become a justice of the
Supreme Court of the
United States.
That, Lively hinted,
would appeal to him.
Lively said in reference
to his new position that he
doesn't ever want to give
up being a judge and
become an administrator.
As chief judge, Lively
will be responsible for the
administration of the
court and also will hear
cases. He becomes an
automatic member of the
U.S. Judicial Conference,
which sets policies and
regulations for the administration of all federal
courts.
Lively divides his time
between his work, his

family and his duties as a
trustee at Centre College.
James H. Evans, a
lifelong friend who is
chairman of Union
Pacific Corp., said he's
always thought that Lively would achieve great
things.
"As kids, I knew that
he'd excel in anything he
did," Evans said. "He's a
much smarter man than I
am — a man of great intelligence and ability. He
was destined to become a
judge — at least a legal
scholar."
Together, they
graduated from high
school (Louisville Male)
and college (Centre),
were commissioned in
the Navy and entered 4aw
school — Evans at the
University of Chicago,
Lively at the University
of Virginia.
"The amazing thing,"
said Evans,"was one day
when we were walking off
campus at Centre, we
talked about someday
coming back as members
of the board (of trustees).
We were only 21, but we

OFFICE OPENING

Dr. Clark Harris
Internal Medicine Specialist

Suite 307
Mason Memorial Medical Arts Bldg.
Murray, Kentucky
(502)759-4098

just assumed that we'd
come back."
And indeed they have:
Evans as board chairman
and Lively as vice chairman.
Friends say that Lively's love for Danville and
Centre College is exceeded only by his dedication
to his work and family.
"He's always been ambitious, but not the type
for the rat race," said
Enos Swain, former
editor of The Danville
Advocate-Messenger.

"He's an excellent student of the law, a deep
thinker."
Nelson Rodes, who
became Lively's law
associate in 1958 and
partner in 1966 and now is
president of a Danville
bank, said:
couldn't
have worked for a'finer
attorney. He always was
thoroughly prepared.
Just an outstanding attorney — a credit to the
Kentucky bar."
On the federal appeals
court, three judges hear

each case, with one
delegated to write the opinion. Lively said the
court "usually is the end
of the line" of the appellate process because
the Supreme Court
reviews "only 2 or 3 percent of the circuit decisions." .
One of his opinions,
however, recently reached the Supreme Court.
In June, the Supreme
Court upheld Lively's ruling that an Akron, Ohio,
ordinance was un-

constitutional. The ordinance required that
minors under 15 must
have parental approval
or a court order to get an
abortion.
Lively said that it was a
difficult moral conflict,
something judges are
constantly faced with.
"The hardest thing for
a judge to do is to put
aside his personal feelings and biases," he said.
"Any judge will be forced
to constantly examine
and re-examine his posi-

"Federal judges often
have to deal with matters
that they know will
arouse the publior and if
we were elected, the
pressure of the election
process would be a factor." he said. "To be independent, it helps to
have an appointive process."

LA GRANGE, Ky.
(AP) — Dr. Armand
Hammer, board chairman and chief operating
officer of Occidental
Petroleum, has denied
that he intends to sell
Island Creek Coal Co.
Hammer said there
may be more sales of
some Island Creek properties, -but we have no
intention of going out of
the coal business." Island
Creek has 3.5 billion tons
of coal reserves.
Because of confidence
that the European export
market will be healthy
again in the future, the
company has built a huge
terminal in Baltimore,
Hammer said Saturday.
"There has been a
depression, not only in
this country, but all over
the world," Hammer
said. "Now, we show
signs of improvement in
auto and steel sales."
He denied that there is
any problem with a joint
venture of Occidental and
the People's Republic of
China to develop the
world's largest surface
mine.
"It's in full force and
effect," Hammer said
during a break in Lasma
East's annual yearling

sale of Arabian horses.
Hammer had consigned
three horses to the
Oldham County event.
Last week's announcement that the Soviet
Union will buy more
grain from the United
States in the next five
years was particularly
pleasing to him, Hammer
said.
"The new grain deal is
a healthy sign," he said.
"It shows that the Run-

sians want to do business
with this country. I've
always been a great advocate of trade."
Hammer has a special
reason for his interest in
Soviet-U.S grain dea1.4
because he and Nikolai
Lenin invented them 62
years ago.
Hammer's first major
venture in U.S.-Soviet
trade came in 1921 when
he arranged the shipment
of a million bushels of

American wheat to starving Ural peasants in
return for Russian furs,
caviar and precious
gems.
•
He had gone to the
Soviet Union as a newlygraduated physician to
help fight famine with a
surplus field hospital and
to collect an overdue bill
for drugs the Soviets had
purchased from his family's New York pharmaceutical concern.

Hammer was awarded
a Soviet pencil manufacturing monopoly
by a grateful government
that did not forget the
wheat deal.
Now 85, Hammer will
be back in the Soviet
Union next month and expect.; to confer with the
new leader, Yuri V. Andropov, who sent him a
congratulatory telegram
on his birthday, although
they have never met.
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tion on various issues. We
must keep an open mind.
We must carefully examine the circumstances
involved in each case."

Collector says classic sale last resort
HANSON, Ky. (AP) —
Danny Gates has "about
eight" antique cars in his
collection, and at least
one of them has turned ina real gem. He turned
down an offer of $32,000
jorr it.
w The reason the 22-yearold isn't sure exactly how
many Model A' he owns
is because four are completely restored, and he
doesn't know if enough
parts are left to restore
the other four.
The reasons he has
turned down such a sum
for his 1931 two-door
Phaeton is that the offer
wasn't enough money and
that the classic is his
favorite.
Gates has been infatuated with Model A's
since age 12. But he
doesn't restore his cars to
drive. His favorite, the
two-door Phaeton, has 13
miles on it.
The Phaeton is considered a classic because

it only has two doors,
while most were made
with four. Gates bought it
in Clarksville, Tenn.,
from a collector. The car
came from California.
The antique is also one
of two national champions cars, so honored in
1981.
"It won first place, and
best-of-show against
more than 300 cars in 1981
at the national meet in
Hershey, Pa.," Gates
said.
When his Phaeton stole
the show,a Texan offered
832,000 for the car, Gates
said.
"First of all, I'm not in
the position of needing to
sell my cars," Gates said.
"And if I were, I would
sell all my others before
I'd let go of the Phaeton."
"Secondly, 832,000 is
not a good price for a
Phaeton in top notch condition. I've seen a
Phaeton go for $35,000,
and it was in no better or

not as good of a condition
as mine."
It took Gates and his
parents four years to
restore his first car, a
1930 Deluxe Coupe Model
A, from a man in Rabbit
Ridge.
Now it takes the three
about two years to tackle
one project.
Restoring is not the
same as repairing, such
as Gates' father J.C.
Gates does in the body
shop he has operated for
30 years.
The younger Gates said
they take a car down to
the frame, examine the
parts, decide which ones
need replacing and try to
find parts.
The family orders some
parts but the rest come
from vendors at car
meets.
"Every part in a car
has to be 100 percent
original — from the lug
bolts to the valve stems to
the paint," the younger

Gates said. "Every car in
a show has to have the
original material of that
model of a car."
Besides the cost of a
car and labor, it takes
about $5,000 to restore a
car, the family estimates.
"That includes parts,
paints, materials and
upholstering," Gates
said. "It cost more to
restore the Phaeton
because it is a classic,
and parts aria materials
are much harder to come
by for it."
Gates found his other
national champion car in
a Wisconsin sheep shed.
The 1931 Roadster pickup
truck "had been used as a
construction truck and it
looked like it bad spent 50
years in a sheep shed,"
he said.
He is hoping to get a
1931 Model A Roadster
from the same sheep shed
into competitive shape
for the Hershey meet this
fall.

Third sentenced in triple murder case
Ms. Hutchens, 29,
pleaded guilty in June to
two counts of hindering
prosecution in the Jan. 13
killings.
She was the key pro-

LEXINGTON, Ky. —
Susan Hutchens, the third
defendant in a Lexington
triple murder case, has
been sentenced to 10
years in prison.

secution witness earlier
last week in the trial of
Leif Halvorsen and Mitchell Willoughby.
A jury recommended
death sentences Wednes-

day for Halvorsen and
Willoughby after convicting them of the three
murders. The two men
face final sentencing
Aug. 31.
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FULL
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BACK TO SCHOOL!
•

Mr. Merchant: School is just around the corner. Our
nnual "Back To School Edition" Is Coming — Friday,
August 12th. Advertising Deadline is August 9th. Call
the Display Advertising Staff to reterve your spot. 7531916.
Most all area retailers will enjoy extra bock-to-school
business. Thousands of people will be shopping for that
"just right" item at the right price. Have you made plans to
tell them about your merchandise and services? The BIG
BACK-TO-SCHOOL EDITION is the best place to reach the
most people at the lowest cost. Advance planning will pay
off in dollars for your store. Be certain to set up an
advertising schedule for the entire bock-to-school period and
aboveAll, reserve space in the BACK-TO-SCHOOL issue.
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Please reconsider your foolish statement.
DISGUSTED IN FLORENCE, S.C.

By Abigail Van Buren
• 1983 b

Unwersal Press Syndicate

DEAR ABBY: I usually agree with your answers, but I
think you came on a little too strong in your answer to
"Tickled to Death in N.Y." Although for her tickling may
be "torture" (as you called it), others find it highly erotic
for both the !,tickler" and the "ticklee."
I'm a 22-year-old guy whose girlfriend agrees that
tickling combined with bondage has added a lot of zest to
our sex lives. After being tickled to the point of near
exhaustion, we are both highly aroused sexually.
For you to equate tickling with sadism and torture makes
it sound like something evil. Torture causes pain and
damage to the-body; tickling does not.
Lighten up, Abby.
TICKLED TO BE TICKLED IN TRENTON, N.J.

(Sept.

1r

W:c

For Abby's updated, revised and expanded booklet,
"How to be Popular" — for people of all ages —
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped (37
cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

D&T
Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

What kind of day will tomor- (Aug.23 toSept.22) IPU
IL (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
row be? To find out what the
Help someone in need. Get Don't let a friend with idle
stars say, read the forecast in touch with friends. You'll time on his hands keep you
given for your birth sign.
both give and receive social from work that has to be done.
invitations now.
Domestic interests are also
LIBRA
accented.
ARIES
23 to Oct. 22) -PISCES
( Mar.21 to Apr.19)
Intimate get-togethers are (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Social opportunities come favored. Career strivings
If you'll just make a beginnthrough co-wotters. You'll receive a boost by day's end. ing, creative work will take
make major decisions regar- Use intitiative. Overcome in- shape. A mood for adventure
ding home furnishings and im- decisiveness.
leads to romance and exciting
provements.
SCORPIO
times.
TAURUS
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
YOU BOA TODAY are
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 64a/ir
The good will of friends is an both independent and
You're on the go today and asset careerwise. Don't be cooperative. You must strive
will cover more territory than afraid to ask for help. Loved to develop your originality and
usual. Make important phone ones should make plans to resist a tendency to .be
calls and express your views. travel together.
lethargic. At times, your senGEMINI
SAGITTARIUS
.orititif sitivity can get the best of you.
May 21 to June 20) /Id
?(Nov. M to Dec. 21)
You need an artistic outlet for
Tackle those tasks you've
Your enterprising spirit your fine imagination. Though
been putting off. You'll be able finds an outlet in bold career a routine job will give you a
to dispense with them with steps now. A mystifying situa- sense of security, it is not
greater ease than you an- tion clears up before the day is enough to keep you fully
ticipate.
over.
satisfied. Develop your
CANCER
CAPRICORN
creativity and you will suc(June 21 to July M)
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
ceed in such areas as poetry,
Make inquiries about
Overcome self-doubt. It's film, fiction, design and acmembership at a club. Your time to take direct action in ting. Birthdate of: James
abilities to organize are to the romance. Speak from the Baldwin, writer; Myrna Loy,
forefront. Shop by mail and heart and dare to go after actress; and Peter O'Toole,
plan a party.
what you want.
actor.
LEO
AQUARIUS
19S3 K ng FesrurtS Syndlc•re, OK
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Pulling strings behind the
scenes works for you now.
Don't mix business and
pleasure, though. Spruce up
your appearance.
VIRGO

412,fig:
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FOR TUESDAY,AUGUST 2, 1983

DEAR ABBY: Please don't hand out any prizes for the
most insensitive mother-in-law in the world until you've
heard about mine.
The first words she ever spoke to me, when my thengirlfriend called long-distance to tell her we were marrying,
were,"Do you have any money?"
When she came on the train for our wedding (and to
meet her future son-in-law), she first tried to fix her
daughter up with "a lovely young man" she had met on
the train!
The day before our wedding she told her daughter that
she'd been to a psychic who told her that we would have a
miserable marriage.
We were to be married by a judge in a simple civil
ceremony, so as we climbed the stairs to the courthouse
she said, "This couldn't be tackier if you had planned it."
R. IN ALBANY

DEAR ABBY: I could not believe your response to
"Tickled to Death in N.Y." You said, "Tickling is in reality
a thinly disguised method of torture." Abby, that's absurd!
I have a 5-year-old daughter who loves to be tickled. In
fact, she begs me to tickle her. To even suggest that in
doing so I am torturing her is the most ridiculous thing
I've ever heard. I'm sure there are a lot of parents who
tickle their children because the children enjoy it.
There is nothing more pleasant than the laughter of

*PRICES GOOD

Tennessee professor
spends his office time
checking on laughter

LIES LAST••PRICES GOOD WHILE

It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

Murray, Ky.

ge- t
Lid
—a

Frances Drake •

•••

DEAR TICKLED: Read on for a letter from another reader who was also less than tickled with
my response. My answer is the same for both of
you.

•

Your Individual
Horoscope

DEAR TICKLED AND DISGUSTED: "Tickled to
Death" wrote:
"At first it was a game between us, but it's gotten
out of hand. Every time we're together, he pine me
down and tickles me until I am hoarse from screaming and my lungs ache. I am very ticklish at the
bottoms of my feet, my ribs and underneath my
arms, and that's what he goes for. This is no
laughing matter. He is driving me crazy!"
That kind of tickling goes beyond a mutual agreement. When brute force is used, it is clearly sadistic
and can hardly be compared with tickling a child
who begs to be tickled. (You wouldn't pin the child
down and continue to tickle her while she begged
you to stop, would you?)
Tickling during bondage may be highly erotic (I'll
have to take your word for it), but all harmless
game-playing must be a matter of mutual agreement.
In conclusion: Whatever the activity, if it is forced
on one by another, that, my friends, is cruel and
sadistic.

Comments On Tickling
Touch Off a Reaction

8
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Paramount Dill Sliced 32 oz. 69'

Bush's Baked Beans 28 oz. 89'

Folger's
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Luck Leaf Cherry

Ctfee
29
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Pie Filling

98

1 lb. can

21 oz.
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Trail Blazer

Totino

Hi-Dri

Dog Food

Pizza

Towels

Assorted Variety

961

49

10.8 oz.
Fiesta Soap 4.75 oz. bar 2 for s1°°

UM

Jumbo Roll

Might Dog 6/
1
2 oz. 3 for $1"

Bush's Great Northern & Pinto

Bush's Showboat

Beans

Pork N' Beans

1501.3/89

15

Hi-C Fruit Drink 64 oz. 99'
Whitney Chum

Bacon
$1129
12 oz.

16 oz. box

Fla-Vor-Ice Freezer Bars 2/99'
8 Pk.
16 Oz,
Plus
Deposit •

or a hair salon, where
people know each other.
a,nd work with each other
a long time — you'll beastounded at the amount
of stuff that looks
negative to someone who
doesn't know the relationship."
In addition, Pollio says,
the stand-up comic and
the storyteller so often
tread on sensitive
ground.
Even though we laugh
about the more troubling
parts of life — money,
sex, death, religion — the
comic doesn't solve the
problem, he says.
"When Richard Pryor
talks about race problerns or sexuality or
dope, for a minute we get
free of the constraint of
those circgrnstances. But
after we're through
laughing, the problems
are still there."
Pollio says he's
fascinated by he human
smile, which he calls an
invitation. "The most
significant smile in
human life is the smile of
a baby and its mother.
That's tremendously important."
Pollio says he never
wanted to be a comedian,
and won't say which
entertainer is his
favorite. They change
with the seasons, he says.
"Woody Allen, for a
time, was really hot.
What was his major
theme? Interpersonal
relationships ... Richard
Pryor is really good, as
were a whole string of
angry comedians before
him.
"Basically, this culture
is concerned with how we
deal with our destructive
impulses toward others
and toward ourselves.
There were other times,
when Danny Kaye was
considered an excellent
comedian, when the
world seemed more like a
fairy tale," he said.

$1 69

Getting
settled
made
simple.

Reelfoot

89

151
/
2 oz.

By TOM McCORD
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — In an office
dominated by a giant
poster of an unsmiling
Sigmund Freud, Dr.
Howard R. Pollio spends
his time laughing.
More precisely, the
University of Tennessee
psychology professor
monitors our culture's
laugh track, asking how
we laugh, why we laugh,
who and what we laugh
at.
"Newfy" jokes, standup comics and even a
baby's smile are the domain of this mustachioed
man with wire-rim
glasses who, with his clipped New York accent,
looks and sounds like he
might be Groucho Marx'
first cousin.
"Newfy" jokes, by the
way, refer to Newfoundland, which Pollio
says is sometimes the
butt of barbed stories told
by non-Newfoundlander
Canadians.
"Every country has its
Polish group — and I use
that generically — a
group that they dump on.
In Canada, they have
jokes that are almost
identical to Polish jokes
about people from Newfoundland ....
"The English tell the
same jokes about the
French, and the French
tell the same jokes about
everyone," Pollio said.
"You can hear the same
joke in many different
places."
A culture's snickers,
chuckles and giggles are,
in some ways, elusive
subjects, and Pollio, who
studied at Michigan and
has taught at UT for 20
years, has a few clues
why.
For one thing, he says,
so much depends on
whom you're with.
"You go down to a
barber shop or a garage

Lysol Pine Action 28 oz. 9"

Flakes

1

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi
Mountain Dew

oz 3/99'

Idaho Spud

Salmon
19

New-town dilemmas fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you make the most of
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lo;s of tips to save you time and
money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.,
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For genealogists, search for roots becomes consuming hobby
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Clayton Cox and
Theodore Walter recall
that the search for their
ancestral roots in eastern
Kentucky began with
simple questions.
But their digging for
answers grew into a hobby that now consumes
their evening's, weekends
and vacations.
The hobby is
genealogy. It inspires
people to tramp through
old cemeteries, pore over
moldy records in dusty
courthouse basements
and shower letters on distant relatives in distant
places who might know
something about where
they came from.
"I had an aunt of mine
ask me for some information from my grandfather's Bible," said Cox,
an accountant. "She
wanted to mark some\
graves."
That was 16 years ago.
Cox has the Bible, long
separated from its bindings but preserved in a
cigar box.
The box is hard to spot,
though, among the
thousands of books,
ledgers, card files and
cartons that clog the

basement of his south
Lexington home.
His wife, Elizabeth, is
equally dedicated to the
hobby. She is a member
of the Kentucky
Genealogical Society's
board of directors.
They'll gather next Saturday with other enthusiasts when the society holds its Ninth Annual
Genealogical Seminar at
Kentucky State University's Bradford Hall in
Frankfort.
Walter, a Lexington attorney who is president of
the society, said he began
researching the various
branches of his family in
Johnson County 24 years
ago.
"I never knew my
granddaddy Walter
because he died about 13
years before I was born,"
he said. "I began to. ask
questions. One thing led
to another and I began to
acquire books.
"Just about any book I
could find on the Big Sandy (River area), I collected. It wasn't too long
before I became kind of
an authority on families
up in there."
Walter said he had
researched 13 families of
his ancestors, many of
whom migrated west to

Kansas, Oklahoma,
Washington and California. He has published
three family histories.
He spends Tuesday
nights in Frankfort as a
volunteer worker in the
state archives, helping
new hobbyists get
started.
"Genealogy is in your
top 10 hobbies," Walter
said. "People .don't
realize how big it is, but
you've got a continuing
number of people continually seeking who their
ancestors were."
"It's like working a
puzzle," said Cox. "This
is the biggest puzzle you
can get into. It's neverending and it becomes a
challenge to you after a
while."
Cox is compiling the list
of his Caudill ancestors,
whose descendants are
scattered throughout
eastern Kentucky,
especially „Johnson,
Magoffin and Rowan
counties.
The Caudills came west
by way of Lawrence
County, but spellings
changed along the way,
so Cox also has Caudells,
Caudles and Cordles to
contend with.
His labor will produce a
thick directory priced at

Thousands flood cinema schools
to become filmmakers, producers
By KATHY HORAK
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Carol Frank is
capitalizing on her 1980
bachelor degree from
UCLA's cinema school
with her own film
distribution company.
She just sold her new
script, "Sorority," to film
producer Roger Corman.
She's 25, talented —
and lucky. Thousands of
eager dreamers are
flooding America's
cinema schools, and hundreds are emerging to an
industry that demands
perseverance before success.
"There's surely a glut
of filmmakers, producers
and writers out there,"
says Dave Madden, vice
president of creative affairs at 20th Century-Fox.
"All the major studios
and independents turn
out at most 200 films a
year, so it's a case of the
luckiest, best or cleverest
making it to the top."
Enrollments at the 900
U.S. Colleges and universities with film or TV
course have stabilized
after a phenomenal explosion at the end of the
'70s.
A 1980 survey by the

American Film Institute
tallied 35,882 film and TV
students nationwide.
The University of
Southern California,
UCLA and AFI — the Big
Three in screen art's
heartland — turn away
thousands of aspiring artists every year.
The chosen get grim
advice.
"There isn't a school in
this country that doesn't
warn people again and
again and again that it's a
very impractical field,"
says Peter Bugalski,
AFI's education services
director. "Nobody
listens.
"Every school has someone who's gone on to
make it, and every student imagines, 'That's
me! I'm not like all those
losers."
AFI charges $5,250 for
a oneyear graduate
course in directing, producing, screenwriting,
production design or
cinematograhy. Of about
90 students yearly, 40 or
so are invited to produce
a feature with a 617,000
grant.
Amy Heckerling, 30year-old director of "Fast
Times at Ridgemont
High," credits her start

to AFI and its grant for
her first gangster comedy.
"I don't know how else
anyone could break in to
the business," she says.
"If you're just hanging
around a studio and they
notice you, they're going
to kick you off the lot."
Warnings about hardship and disappointment
don't discourage Emily
Kaufman, a UCLA
teaching assistant who
worked with Peter Guber
on Dudley Moore's latest
movie,"Six Weeks."
At 29, Ms. Kaufman is
undecided between
teaching or producin't
although she offers a
typical dream: "We've
got the people and the
talent for an independent
company. Now all we
need is the funds."
She gives advice that's
echoed by the professor'
as well as Fox's Madder
and Universal executive
Thom Mount:
"Don't go to graduate
school before you get
some life experience.
We're in danger of
graduating too many
students who are
technically proficient,
but have nothing at all to
say."

Whitesburg, thumbing
through 288 volumes of
marriage records —
"most of them in the 300to 400-page range" — and
copying all the Caudill entries. "Then we had to
comeback here and try to
piece it back together."
"As a general rule,"
Walter said, "Kentucky

has excellent records.
Kentucky was pretty
much a crossroads to the
West and you hod literally hundreds of thousands
of people pour through
the Cumberland Gap.
"The main problem
you have is that some of
the courthouses like
Wolfe County burned

Princeton mayor arms himself
with pistol, radio after threats
PRINCETON, Ky.
(AP) — Mayor Buddy
Ward has armed himself
with a pistol and says he
goes nowhere without one
or more weapons since
threats were made on his
life.
"If I get within 20 or 30
feet of 'em, I'll get 'em,"
Ward said in a recent interview at his place of
business- Ward's Cycle
Shop on U.S. 62 in northeast Princeton.
Someone set fire to the
34-year -old mayor's
house in early June and
someone keeps calling
and threatening his life.
That's why Ward says
he is packing a pistol. It
also is why help is only a
call away on his everpresent police radio,
whether he is at his rural
Caldwell County farm or
a restaurant.
Nevertheless, Ward insists he is more cautious
than afraid. He credits
his "hell-raising"
younger years with helping prepare him for his
latest challenge.
He was so rowdy back
then that eyebcows were
raised in this conservative town when Ward
ran for mayor nearly two
years ago. "People
wondered if I'd uphold
the law," he says.
Ward, a former city
councilman, billed
himself as a reform can-

didate, appealing "to the
little people" in this
Caldwell County seat of
7,000. The campaign frequently took the low road,
with Ward and former
Mayor Lawrence Martin
trading accusations.
Ward won the election
but made some enemies.
Two years later, he says,
they endure.
His latest problems
began on a sultry June
evening. Ward and a
friend had left a club in
Hopkinsville, about 30
miles away, after attending the Pennyrile Area
Development District annual meeting. His friend
drove as Ward slept on
the passenger side.
When ward arrived
home, he awoke to find
smoke drifting from his
charred house. Roy
Crider, a state police arson investigator, determined an accelerant was
used to start the fire in
the living room. There
have been no arrests.
The anonymous
threats, about 15 to 20 so
far, continue.
Ward is convinced the
blaze and phone calls
have something to do
with his job as mayor.
Political enemies, he
claims, began spreading
lies about him after he
crossed a United Auto
Workers picket line
earlier this year at

Shawnee Plastics Co.
near Kuttawa in
neighboring Lyon County.
Ward denies he is antiunion. In fact, he figures
he got as much labor support in the 1981 election as
Martin. The only reason
he crossed the picket line,
he explains, was to pick
up a sick friend. Ward
also believes he knows
who is behind the alleged
intimidation, but he
refuses to reveal names.
The calls continue,
even though they have
been taped. The caller,
Ward says, is not always
the same person.
Biting off another chew
of tobacco, he said,
"Before this is over, I'm
going to find out what's
going on."

down and the records for
that particular county
are limited. And during
the Civil War we had a
number of courthouses
that were burned."
The plus side, Walter
said, is that eastern Kentuckians "have become
landlocked for a great
number of years."
"Any time you find a
place with a lot of mobility, the records are going
to be there, but being able
to tie them all together is
the main problem."
That's one of the topics
to be discussed at the convention.
"There is a lot of kinds
of materials one might
find, but how to make use
of that material is as important as how to find it,"
said Richard Harrison,
associate professor of
church history at Lexington Theological
Seminary.
Harrison, who will conduct a seminar workshop,
said church records are
fertile ground for
genealogists, especially
in counties whose courthouse records have been
destroyed.
"One of the first things
you find in any church is
records of baptisms," he
said. "Many times, they
also will have recorcis of

Mon drowns

GUITARS— AMPS—STRINGS— ETC.
"FOR ALL YOUR
'MUSICAL ACCESSORIES"

KEN & NOBLE'S MUSIC BARN
108 East South St.
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
PHONE 247-7657

2.85

On their fifty-second anniversary they
had to add 52t to the big penny jar at the
Youth Club meeting.
Rube Pool also added a penny for each
year of her life in celebration of her
birthday. The exact number of pennies
Rube deposited has been withheld to protect
this writer's life.
This is only one of the many interesting
things that happen at the Youth Club
meetings every Wednesday evening at the
First Christian Church. The young people
and adults share a wonderful dinner at 5:30.
After dinner they work at filling the penny
jar and recognize people In The News, play
a game or two and then get involved in
different activities according to age and
interest. Things like arts and crafts, Bible
study, singing, CPR training, bridge
lessons, and lots of other things.
Remember, every Wednesday evening
from 5:30 to 7:30 starting August 31. Try it.
You'll like it.
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deaths and funerals.
"But in many cases,
especially with smaller
churches in remote
areas, records will be
more sparse. Sometimes
the church records were
simply the private
records of the various
ministers that took them
with them when they
moved on.
"Sometimes there are
one or two members who
have always kept the
records. Sometimes
they've been passed down'
in a family. And then
there are churches where
you would be hard pressed to find a single shred of
evidence."
Harrison said he is not
a genealogist, but often
advises people who "just
want to know about their
family: Who are they?
Where did they come
from?"
"Something has spark:
ed their interest and imagination," he said. "The
sad thing is, with most
people I talk to, they got
started because a parent
or grandparent, passed
away and they find that
was the only person who
had the information.
"It's the loss of that information that makes
people want to preserve
it."

COUNTRY RECORDS

FRANKFORT, Ky. —
John Harnice, 21, of
Frankfort, drowned Friday night after jumping
from the East-West Connector Bridge over the
Kentucky River, according to Franklin County Coroner Michael Harrod said.
State police at
Frankfort said Harnice
and a friend jumped from
the bridge about 10:50
p.m. Rescue workers
recovered Harnice's body
about 3 a.m. Saturday.

\it all-sou-can-eat meal start %sill' a large helping of this
season's lithst fresh fruit. then load up a plate ssith eggs. biscuits. grass.
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The First Christian Church
s.

about $40 a copy and Cox
said he hopes to sell
enough to relatives to
recoup his expenses.
That will take a while,
however. This business is
time-consuming.
Cox said he and his wife
spent a two-week vacation in the Letcher County
courthouse at
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Paducahan Jimmy Brown wins
Country Club golf tournament
When Jimmy Brown
reached the first green in
two Saturday and sank
his putt for an eagle three
nn the 490-yard, 5-par
hole, he virtually won the
lith renewal of the MurrBY Country Club's annual invitational golf
tournament right there.
From there on through
36 more holes and two
afternoons of sweltering
heat, he was never so
much as challenged from
the 153-player field.
When the dust settled
at dusk after Saturday's
round, the young
Paducah stock broker,
who only two weeks
earlier had won his fifth
Irvin Cobb Championship
in Paducah, had posted a
5-under-par 67 and held a
three-stroke lead over
fellow Paducahan Buzz
Peel, Dr. Johnny R.
Quertermous of Murray
and Tim Sensing of
Hopkinsville.
That round included
two bogeys, 12 pars, and
four birdies to go with the
opening hole eagle.
Sunday, he took up
right where he had left off
Saturday, scoring birdie
on the first and third
holes to go seven under
par before he faltered
momentarily on the 320yard sixth hole with an
out-of-bounds tee shot
and putted out for a
double-bogey six, his only
one of the tournament. He
parred out to make the 27hole turn still at five
under.
Although he started the
final nine holes with a
bogey five on the 298yard, sharp dogleg 10th,

LOOK AT THE
BIRD(IE) — Howard
Steely, member of Murray Country Club board
of directors and in charge
of golf, pauses during
tournament play to look
down the course.
he quickly regained his
composure, parred the
next two holes, birdied
the 385-yard 13th and
chipped in from 70 feet
for an eagle on the 500yard 14th to go to the 15th
tee at seven under par.
On the 560-yard 16th, he
was at the edge of the
green in two, chipped to
within a foot of the cup
and tapped in the putt for
his ninth birdie of the
tournament and to go
eight under where he
finished, after parring
the final two holes, with a

69, giving him a total of
136 for the 36-hole tournament.
This was an identical
score to the one he shot
last year in winning the
tournament with similar
rounds of 67 and 69 and
also was five strokes in
front of fellow Paducahan
Tom Austin, whose 69
Sunday gave him 141.
Of his closest
challengers Saturday,
Peel clung the closest
Sunday, posting a oneover-par 143 to finish
third. Quertermous
soared to an 80 and Sensing to an 81 as they shot
themselves out of contention.
Kevin D'Angelo of the
Oaks Country Club and
Jim Musgrove, Paducah,
finished in a 146 tie for 4th
place in the 30-player
championship flight, Lanny Lancaster was next
with 147, and Mike Stone
of Lexington and David
Buckingham of Murray
next tied at 148.
It was Quertermous,
however, who provided
the most excitement
Saturday afternpon with
a six-under-par 30 on the
3,203-yard back nine. He
birdied the 10th, paned
the 11th and 12th, then
birdied four in a row —
13, 14, 15 and 16, — before
parring the 17th and
finishing with his sixth
birdie of the nine at 18.
Posted with his opening
round of 40, it gave him a
two-under-par 70 for the
day and a berth in the
"leaders" foursome Sunday.
Don Cothran of the
Murray Oaks club was

the first flight winner
with a three-over-par 145.
This was two strokes in
front of Cam Love of
Hopkinsville, who finished second.
Finishing third was
Phil Bader, also of
Hopkinsville, followed by
Monty Newcomb of Benton and Al Pipes,
Lebanon Junction, who
tied with 151s.
Winner of the second
flight was Jerry Jones of
the host club with 149,
five strokes over par.
Three strokes back at 152
was Don Robinson, also
of the Murray club, while
Tony Thorpe of Mayfield
was third with 157.
Pal Howard of Benton
was next with 161, followed by Randle Cope of
Mayfield with 162.
Charlie Hamlin, Columbus, Ga., and Mark
Waldrop, Frank Beamer,
Richard Knight and Burton Young, all of the Murray club, and Herb
Hurley of Benton finished
in a six-man tie for 6th
with 163.
Stewart James of
Louisville was the third
flight winner with 152,
three strokes in front of
Mayfield's Bill Bryan.
Paul Holland of Paducah
was next with 156, and
was followed by Dr. John
Quertermous of the Murray club with 158, Howard
Steely also of the host
club with 159 and Ray
Allender and Neal Patterson with 160s.
Winning the fourth
flight with 159 was Tommy Latimer of the Murray club. Four strokes
back at 163 was Jim
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We Specialize
In:
Batteries
Tune-Ups,
Brakes, Oil &
Lube, Filters,
Belts & Hoses,
Shocks,
Mufflers.

Brake
Specialists
• RELINE DRUM OR 2 DISC
BRAKES
• INSPECT DRUM & ROTORS
• CHECK OREASE SEALS
• CHECK FLUID LEVELS
• INSPECT CYLINDERS &
ROADTEST

$34"

By WILLIAM R
BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Despite flirting with a
no-hitter for the second
time in three majorleague outings, giving up
one hit and striking out 11
New York Mets in nine innings, Jose DeLeon
wasn't a winner and
neither were the Pittsburgh Pirates.
DeLeon went 8 1-3 innings without giving up a
hit Sunday, but Mets
starter Mike Torrez, who

allowed eight hits in 11 innings, also blanked the
Pirates long enough for
the Mets to win the game
1-0 in the 12th and give
them a sweep of a
doubleheader.
The first game also
went 12 innings, with the
Mets winning 7-6.
"That's baseball," said
the seemingly unflappable DeLeon, a 22-yearold from the Dominican
Republic who won his
first two starts after joining the Pirates July 20, in-
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quarter-finals of the
$255,000 Volvo International tennis tournament
Saturday.
Higueras, of Spain, ran
10th-seeded Purcell ragged with his steady
baseline play and drop
shots.
"The drop shots really
beat me," Purcell said,
who lost the first set when
he squandered a 40-0 lead
on serve. "I just couldn't
tell when he was going to
hit one.

NORTH CONWAY,
N.H. — Top-seeded Jose
Higueras beat Mel
Purcell 7-5, 6-4 in the

Murray downed
in tournament
BOWLING GREEN —
Bowling Green defeated
Murray 12-6 in the losers
bracket of the 14-15 Babe
Ruth State Tournament.
Elizabethtown scored a
come-from-behine victory over Ashland 11-8.
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MURRAY GULF

eluding 6 1-3 innings of nohit ball against San Diego
in his second outing.
In other NL games, it
was Montreal 6, St. Louts
5; Philadelphia 5,
Chicago 2; San Diego 5,
Atlanta 2; Houston 9, Cincinnati 2 and Los Angeles
2, San Francisco 1 in the
first game and San Francisco 8, Los Angeles 6 in
the second.
Pirates Manager
Chuck Tanner lifted
DeLeon for a pinch-hitter
in the top of the 10th after
Hubie Brooks broke up
the no-hit bid with a
single in the ninth.
"That was Chuck's
decision, not mine,"
DeLeon said. "My arm
wasn't tired. All my pitches were under control."
The Mets won the second game when Mookie
Wilson raced home from
second base on George
Foster's fielder's choice
grounder.
"I got the signal from
the third base coach,
(Bobby Valentine) as I
came running into the
base and I just kept going." said Wilson. "The
play was behind me so I
had to rely on him all the
way and when Bobby
said, `Keep going' I went

IIII
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NEWPORT, R.I. (AP)
— "You must never give
up on the British," said
Peter DeSavary with a
grin. "We may have our
backs to the wall, but we
always come back."
DeSavary's 12-meter
yacht Victory '83 had just

G uI
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Brent Morris Jr.
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Solo homers by Keith
Hernandez and Foster, a
fielder's choice RBI
grounder by Bailor and a
run-scoring single by
Wilson keyed New York's
four-run eighth inning
that tied the score 6-6.
Jason Thompson hit a
grand slam homer in the
first to help the Pirates
take a 6-1 lead through six
innings.

completed a come-frombehind victory Sunday
over Canada 1 to take
third place away from the
Canadians in America's
Cup preliminary races.
But DeSavary said the
British team had some
key changes.

Just as insulation keeps heat inside your house in winter, it
keeps heat outside yow house in summer.
In addition to saving•electricity, insulation also helps Prevent
drafts from ceilings. walls, and floors
Throughout the year, insulation makes your home much more
comfortable while lowering your heating and cooling costs So
. insulate today'
don't delay
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Relief pitcher Jesse
Orosco was credited with
victories in each game to
improve his record to 7-5
and lower his earned run
average to 1.42. He pitched four scoreless innings
in the opener and one in
the second game.
In the opener, Bob
Bailor's 12th-inning
single off Jim Bibby, 3-10,
snapped a four-game losing skein by the Mets and
a five-game winning
streak by the Pirates.
Bibby loaded the bases on
two singles and a walk to
set up Bailor's gamewinner, a line drive over
a drawn-in infield.

Insulation can mean savings for you ... year
round.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
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full steam."
"I didn't know Mookie
was trying to score until
the last second," said
Pirates shortstop Dale
Berra, who futilely threw
the ball home.
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Free Car Wash
With Fill-Up
Free Estimates
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years ago in Northern
Kentucky.
He always played in the
second flight of the Murray Invitational and the
award was established in
his memory by his
regular playing companions, one of whom was
Dick Orr, who made the
presentation.
The players and their
scores were:
I Continued on Page 11)

British yatch sails on

Come See Us...

1500

Tune-Up
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Prices

MI
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Free
Air Cond. 00
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special Don Grogan
Memorial Trophy,
awarded each year to the
member of the Murray
club finishing with the
lowest score in the second
flight.
Grogan, an active
member and a regular
participant in the tournament, was among the 164
persons who lost their
lives in the Beverly Hills
Supper Club fire five

Pirates lose no-hitter, then game

MOST AMERICAN CARS

Scott Wallace — Mechanic
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of Dwain Gibbs, also of
the host club.
Walt Jussila of
Paducah and John Boyer
of the Frances E. Miller
Memorial Course finished in a 177-stroke tie for
third, while Sam Jones of
the Oaks Country Club
and Jim Sims of
Louisville tied for fifth at
179.
Dr. Quertermous was
the winner of host club's

SUMMER SALE

•
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•
•
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Berry, also of the host
club, and Paul Coltharp
of Paducah was next with
168.
Steve Ramage of
Mayfield was next with
170, while Ted Delaney of
the host club rounded out
the flight's prize winners
with 172.
Rob Miller of the Murray club was the fifth
flight winner, posting a
167, three strokes in front

Purcell beaten in
Volvo quarterfinals

•
•

•

HANDSHAICE TO THE WINNER — Jimmy Brown (second from right) receives a hand shake from Buzz
Peel following play in the Murray Country Club Invitational Golf Tournament. Brown won the two-day event.
Along in the foursome are Tim Sening (left) and Johnny Quertermous.
Staff photos by Dave Reeves
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Robinson hopes induction will pave way for other player

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special
Correspondent
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.
.(AP) — Induction • into
baseball's Hall of Fame
was pure euphoria for
Brooks Robinson, and the
great third baseman of
the Baltimore Orioles
could not help wearing
his emotions on his
sleeve.
But a somber mood surfaced later when Robinson and two fellow
honorees — George Kell
and former San Francisco Giants pitcher Juan
Marichal — enlarged on
their heady experience at
a press conference.
A fourth inductee,
Walter Alston, manager

of the Dodgers for 23
years, was unable to attend because of a recent
heart attack.
"Now that I'm in the
Hall of Fame,I feel I am
the luckiest man in the
world," Robinson said.
"But I can't help thinking
about all those deserving
people who haven't made
it.

"The commissioner
(Bowie Kuhn) pointed out
that in all of baseball
history, only 148 players
have gained the Hall of
Fame. I had doubts that I
would ever ma
make it.I had
begun to think oas
f bba
e ll
as offensive orientted.
"Now that George and I
(both third basemen) are
in, I am getting positive

s

vibes that defense is getting more appreciation.
Maybe we will help open
the door for Luis
AParaci0, whom I think
'
"
' "•De in,
• as
eenal
luY swum
well as players such as
Phil Rizzuto and Peewee
Reese."
Rizzuto and Reese,
shortstop rivals in those
dramatic New York
Yankee-Brooklyn Dodger
World Series of the late
1940s and 1950s, hailing
failed to receive sufficient votes in the regular
balloting of baseball
writers, become eligible
next year for consideration by the Veterans Committee.
.
Aparacio has long had
strong support but failed
to gain the necessary

W%•I 1

club•
to Yan
leads to w i n over Whte
i Sox
billy to

I

I

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Ever since the ruling in
the George Brett "PineTa r Incident" went
against the New York
Yankees, Manager Billy
Martin feared a letdown
by his team.
So he held a closed-door
clubhouse meeting before
Sunday's game with the
Chicago White Sox.
"Billy told us we can
come back and win if
we're aggressive," said
Don Baylor.
No one was more aggressive than Baylor,
whose grand-slam homer
keyed a six-run llth inning that carried the
Yankees to a 12-6 victory.
1

LULU

mew

we re ki

better club than what's
been going on and that
they should rise above
it," said Martin, whose
team lost two straight to
the White Sox following
last Thursday's ruling by
American League President Lee MacPhail that
reinstated Brett's controversial home run.
M a c P ha i 1's ruling
came four days after the
umpires had disallowed
the two-run homer in the
ninth inning at Yankee
Stadium because Brett
had to much pine tar on
his bat.
Elsewhere in the AL,
Detroit beat Kansas City
8-6 in the opener of a
doubleheader before los-

ing the second game 7-5, and notched his 16th save,
Cleveland outscored
U.L. Washington drove
Toronto 16-11, Baltimore in three runs with a single
blanked Texas 6-0, and a homer as
the
Milwaukee turned back Royals beat the Tigers
in
Boston 7-5, Seattle edged the second game.
Dan
Minnesota 3-2 a nd Quisenberry worked the
California trimmed final three innings to
pick
Oakland 4-0.
up his league-leading 26th
Dave Winfield's single save.
scored the tie-breaking
"We're having a bad
run in the llth off Dennis Year," Washington
said.
Lamp, 5-6, before Baylor "Maybe we're snakebitslugged his homer, the ten. I'm surprised
we're
eighth slam of his career: still, in it, to tell you the
Butch Wynegar, who hit a truth, the way we've
been
two-run homer earlier, playing. But, you look
at
capped the rally with an the standings —
and
RBI single to Make a win- we've still got a chanc
e if
ner of Goose Gossage,9-3, we can get something
goBaylor said the wind Mg."
helped his home run in
The Royals are curChicago's Comiskey rently 3/
1
2 games behind
('ut
-- 3.,
z-hii
AT 11/....4
i...iiic.aisir
us es.- rt
L., vv cot.
"There's no question
the wind helped keep the
ball fair," said Baylor.
"What I liked most about
it was when the fans got
up and left their seats. It
put the Sox out of
business."
Tigers 8-5,
Royals 6-7
..
In Detroit, Alan Trammell hit a three-run double in the second inning
and the Tigers went on to
beat Kansas City in the
first ganie of their
doubleheader. Winner
Dave Rozema, 8-1, worked the first five innings,
giving up five runs on
eight hits, before giving
way to Aurelio Lopez who
went the rest of the way
R.
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20% OFF 24 NIKE SHOES

( Continued from Page 10)
1:Umpireship Flight
Paul Hallam
7640-156
I lisndicaps63)
;ohm R. Quertennous
756-158
Jimmy Brown
6749-136
Howard Steely
7940-159
Tom Austin
7249-141
Ray Alexander
7142-160
Bun Peel
70-73-143
Neal Patterson
7682-160
Jun Musgrove
74-77-146
Bill Bogard
75.16.-161
Kevin D'Angelo
72-74-146
Wayne Ford
77-84-161
Lanny Lancaster
716-147
Don Johnson
640-165
Mike Stone
7345-148
Bob Swisher
80-82-165
David Buckingham
726-148
Labe Hogan
77-81-IN
Johnny Quertermoua
7040-150
Bud Quehl
77-6-161
Mike Holton
71-79-150
Jimmy Ellis
1344-1
6
Eircnt Doolittle
54-77-151
Dick Orr
12-6-167
Tim Sensing
7041-151
Randy Hahn
00-11111
1
Locum 1Cinsolving
76-75
-Ill
Rick Jonee
6511-Ill
Jim Lamb
766-151
Johnny Gingles
8411-11111
Jerry Caldwell
74.78-152
Troy Wilhem
10.6-1811
EL Red ) Howe,Jr
7448.-152
Bill Deskins
646-17
0
Mike Shelbourne
7448-153
Jim Franklin
6.86-170
- Greg Cahoon
766-156
Clayton Hargrove
11145-17
0
Timmy Lambert
'76-79-155
Steve Ridden
0744-In
Tommy Thomas
7546-155
Buddy Parker
1141-171
Mike Hester
7640-136
Leland laws
6746-173
Jay Venable
81-70-157
James C. Wed
7944-173
Tommy Fake
786-157
Tommy Hamlin
856-174
Tim Garland
114-74-16
Jim Mocee
1341-174
Dick Stacey
13-70-159
Mark Erwin
9343-16
Lee Kinsolving
8146-161
Bob McGaughey,Jr.
1641-177
Doug Feldman
8643-169
William C. Nall
9746-178
Robert Billingtcc
644-171
Keith Hayes
1344-187
Jinuny Boone
4WD
Ted Billiegton
9745-19
2
Homer Branch
71-WD
Todd SOIRGIAll
96102-192
First Flight
Dave Severna
I7-WD
I Handicaps 1 through 11
John Senstng
811-WD
Don Cothiarn
71-74-145
Dave Edwards
81-WD
Cam Love
77-70-147
Fourth Plight
Phil Bader
7675-149
(Handkaps III through 17 I
Marty Newcomb
73-79-151
Tommy Latimer
8676-19
AI Pipes
73.78.-151
Jim Berry
1043-163
Mark Denham
7678-153
Paul Cokharp
8045-14
8
Lorry Robinson
11573-153
Steve Ramage
8743-119
Johnny Prichard
70.76L154
Ted Delaney
1745-17
1
flax Villanova
7510-156
Vernon Cohoon
0446-174
Fred Lancaster
71-79
-IS?
Rick Killer
11046-174
AI Giordano
7444-158
Blackly Gray
86111-177
Tony Wilson
7543-151
Gary Baker
87-10-177
Joe Rexrost
7841-158
Dean Alexander
116111-178
Billy Thurman
74-6-156
Jack Morris
62-11-1711
Dan Miller
8041-1111
Bob McGaughey, III
11141-17
4
Al Jones
741-141
Back Harley
11648-186
Jim Houston
1043-143
Bee Vanaeve
4444-1118
David Saiyers
7747-141
Roger Haney
1441-111
Jerry Grogan
8140-171
Ftkitie Hughes
113-1811-Wil
Clyde Adkins
8141-175
Den Peughn
1113-1411-2M
Second Flight
Jack Shall
17-WD
I Handicaps8 through 111)
Format Ivy
111-WD
Jerry Jones
74-75-10
Mb Plat
Don Robinsoo
74-71-152
(flandleaps ISsad up)
Tony Thorpe
8145-137
Rob Miller
8141-167
Pel Howard
8671-161
Dwabi Gibbs
8513-171
Randle Cope
7543-141
Wait Jails
811411-17
7
Frank Beamer
8341-143
Joke Borer
11147-177
Charles H.111111111
81-0-143
Jan Sims
81.16-178
Herb Hurley
7944-113 Sam Ames
nas-in
Richard knight
1348-143 Dan Morris
8447-18
1
Mark Waldrop
1341-143 Brant Ladd
1110-1111
Burton Young
1471-143
Pat WOO
8148-18
1
Al Lindsey
111141-141
Lynn Smith
11444-182
amd Stewart
7106-284
Jolvi Rose
8141-113
Dale Alexander
43-43-IN
Lam Riley
1113411-1111
Anthony Pike
8143-141
Batch Lambing
111411-11111
Rick Lampkins
77.0-Ill
Max Ohm
11544-1811
Ron Overby
86.12-IN
Robert Goode
6243-148
, James Limiter
1141-171
Dale Skis
11141-11
8
Clothe Insist
...411n2 Da %but
1114811,1
Jigp Lassiter
13416-172
DIM
. Husks
18411-1111
Jolairty McCage
81-0-73
Larry Claytat
11-411-1111
Bill Adams
047-171
Miry Meow
184115-110
SIM?Itassike
WWI) Dards Akmender
111-1101-3111
Third FUN
Jim Weald
1111414414
(Hessicaps II Ihstigh 11)
Jerry Berry
ta-nlas
James Stewart
7573-154
John Ban
111-880113
Bill Bryan
77-71-144
Roger Mathis
1415WD

-

club any more.
"Not that it's bad. Free
agency gives everybody a'•
chance to win. You can'C
close your mind to it." '

/

SCBA
HOCK
OL

Golf...

..

votes.
"In my rookie year whelmed by the suppo
rt the franchise. Now that
Kell, who himself was with the Orioles
in 1957, of Oriole fans.
Yaz (Boston's Carl
picked by the Veterans George, finish
ing out his
"I feel strongly about Yastrzemski) is retiring,
Committee, agreed with career, was
playing third the Baltimore fans," he you won't see
players
Robinson.
base. I had never met said. "I sort
of came with staying that long with one
--1 naa to wan a long nun aerore. vvnen
they
time," he said, "but it put me on third,
George
was worth the wait. I am moved over to
first."
sure Aparicio, Reese,
Kell said that his
Rizzuto and other great friend, Hoot
Evers, gave
defensive players will get him advance
warning of
recognition.
the new kid coming up in
"When I look at a ball the Oriole organ
ization.
player, I have one
"Some people thought
criteria: Is he a winner?" he wouldn't
hit well
Robins on, K ell, enough," Kell
added,
Marichal and Alston were "but ( mana
ger) Paul
joined by two media Richards predi
cted he'd
veterans — Sporti Editor be a fine hitter
. He was
Si Bullet of the Dayton the toughest out
I've ever
(Ohio) Daily News and seen."
broadcaster Jack
Robinson called Kell a
Brickhouse of Chicago's great influence,
adding,
TV station WGN, who "He never once
said,'Do
received the Ford Frick this, do that.'"
Award.
Forty bus loads of
There is an interesting Baltimore fans, all wearcorollary in the careers of ing black and
orange
Robinson and Kell, baseball caps, swing
ing
although of two different banners and screa
ming
eras. Both are natives of at the tops of their
lungs,
Arkansas, played the turned Cooperstow
n into
same position, were a madcap street
carnival
teammates briefly and Sunday.
landed in the Hall of
Their unbridled enFame on the same hazy thusiasm was chall
enged
Sunday afternoon as only by that of a-h
uge out12,000 wild baseball fans pouring of Latin
s, largely
besieged this normally youngsters, haili
ng
placid village of 2,500 at Marichal, who follo
wed
the foothills of the Cat- Roberto Clemente as
only
skills,
the second Latin
Robinson said that as a American to gain the Hall
kid, growing up in Little of Fame.
Rock, he followed the
The high -kicking
brilliant batting and former Giant
rightfielding career of Kell, hander said the recep
tion
then starring for the almost matched
that
Detroit Tigers.
given him earlier in the
"George was from year when he retur
ned
Swifton," Robinson said. home from New
York
"I kept up with boxscores after being electe
d.
of all Arkansas players.
"Half the town came
Bill Dickey lived on my out — 3,000 or 4,000
peopaper route. I always . pie," he said. "And
that
gave his paper an extra was just the airport."
-azip.
11.01.11115011
WkiS I.JV er-

Men, women & children can take advantage of this super sport shoe
special on quality NIKE styles for Back-to-School.
They're the shoes you want for casual wear or outdoor activities.
Buy now at a savings you can appreciate.
\...„ b.
/
4141111111,
"
1'1

8 Styles of
Children's Shoes

20% OFF

20% OFF

20% OFF

BURT BRUIN

LADY ALLCOURT

(Leather) White with royal stripe

BURT BRUIN

(Leather) White with red stripe

BRUIN CANVAS

(Canvas) White with It blue stripe

(Canvas) White with royal stripe

RACQUETTE

BRUIN LEATHER

(Leather) White with It blue stripe

CURT CANVAS

White with black stripe

LADY MEADOW

(Canvas) White with royal stripe

BRUIN LEATHER

(Mesh) White with powder blue stripe

CURT CANVAS,

White with red stripe

LADY OCEANIA
(Nylo

(Canvas) White with red stripe.

BRUIN LEATHER

n) White with royal stripe

FLAVORS

White with royal stripe

LADY CORTEZ

(Nylon)Grape

LEATHER CORTEZ

(Leather) White with electric blue

SCOUT

LEATHER CORTEZ

(Nylon) White with white stripe

SCOUT

White with royal blue stripe

SPIRIT

(Nylon) Lt. gray with blue stripe

PHOENICIAN LEATHER
Burgandy

(Nylon) White with lilac stripe

CORKY CORTEZ

SPIRIT

(Clarino) White with red stripe

D1

White with red stripe

SPIRIT.

(Nylon) Burgandy with silver stripe

.411....6P-61.......10...1..11

8 Styles of
Men's Shoes

8 Styles of
Ladies Shoes

WIMBLEDON

i) (Nylon) Lilac with White stripe

(Leather) White with white stripe

kl I kl I
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Authorities investigating department
official's participation in crop program
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP —
Federal authorities are
looking into a senior
Agriculture Department
official's indirect participation in a crop subsidy program he helps
oversee.
But one USDA investigator says he sees no
reason for legal action
against the official —
Everett G. (Bud) Rank,
administrator of the
department's
Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service.
Rank reportedly will
receive more than
$200,000 worth of free cotton under the government's payment-in-kind
program.
Under PIK, farmers
are given free amounts of

cotton and certain other
commodities as partial
payment for taking land
out of production of the
crops this year.
J. Michael Kelly,
USDA's ethics counselor
in the Office of General
Counsel, said Thursday
that he saw no reason for
taking official action
against Rank.
Rank was not available
for comment, and his office referred all queries
to Kelly.
Kelly's remarks, in a
telephone interview,
followed a report in The
Washington Post that a
number of big California
cotton farmers and conglomerates are scheduled
to get massive 'PIK
payments equal to as
much as $3.8 million, in
the case of one big operation.

Rank, the article said,
is a partner in Cinco
Farms, a Fresno County,
Calif., operation that
enrolled its cotton land in
the PIK program. The
farm will get about 1.3
million pounds of cotton,
worth, at current prices,
more than $1 million.
Kelly, however, said
that Rank divested
himself of active participation in the operation
when he was appointed
head of the USDA agency
more than two years ago,
and was unaware of Cinco Farm's PIK enrollment until recently.
Kelly compared Rank's
situation to that of
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block, who
divested himself of active
managment of his Illinois
farms, as requested, and
persuaded other partners

not to participate in
federal price support programs.
Rank's own farming
operation, Kelly said,
was primarily almonds
and some citrus, none of
which is federally supported. Additionally, he
said, Rank held a 17.5
percent interest in Cinco
Farms — which
"produces a lot of things,
cotton included."
"We asked Mr. Rank to
resign as a director of
Cinco Farms, which he
did. We asked him to abstain from managment of
all his farming interests
... and he agreed to that."
But Rank was not asked — as Block was — to
pledge that his farming
interests would not participate in federal. support programs during his
USDA tenure.

SHOW PARTICIPANT — Lisa Howard, daughter of Calloway County Agricultural Extension Agent Ted
Howard, participated in the Junior and Open Dairy Show during Mayfield's Purchase District Fair last week.
Mayfield Messenger Photo

Crops still in fair to good condition Growing walnut trees is year-round job
By BOB FICK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Although hot weather has
scorched much of the nation, Agriculture Department analysts say crops
in America's fertile Corn
Belt remain in fair to
good condition as they
head into critical
development stages.
But those same
analysts, in their weekly
crop update, warn that
harvest prospects could
begin deteriorating
without a break in the
heat wave accompanied
by adequate rains.
"Crops in the Corn Belt
are drawing on generally
adequate subsoil
moisture supplies," the
weekly report issued

Tuesday said.
"Scattered showers
brought some relief to
portions of the Corn Belt
( last week), but dry conditions continued stressing crops in those areas
not receiving precipitation," the report said.
While cooler
temperatures will help as
the corn crop moves to
the pollination stage and
soybeans begin pod
development, the analyst
said additional moisture
is needed to guarantee
full crop development. At
the end of last week,
development of both corn
and soybeans in the major producing states was
running well behind normal.
The weather situation,

coupled with drastically
reduced acreage for corn
this year due to the administration's paymentin-kind program, has
been forcing corn market
prices to soar.
USDA announced late
Tuesday the release for
sale on the open market
of corn placed under
government loan in the
long-term reserve after
July 1, 1982. The decision
was forced when national
average market prices
hit the release trigger of
$3.25 a bushel.
Less than two weeks
earlier, release of corn in
the other long-term
reserve — that entered
between Oct. 6, 1981, and
June 30, 1982, was announced when prices hit
$3.15 a bushel.

Grain Belt congressmen urging
Block to announce program early
By BOB FICK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Grain Belt congressmen,
uncertain over the
economic ramifications
of the administration's
surplus reduction program,,are trying to force
Agriculture Secretary
John Block to announce
the 1984 feed grains program two months early.
They also want to force
the same kind of early announcement for the 1985
crops of both feed grains
and wheat, claiming their
farmers need the information earlier than
they've been getting It to
effectively plan for a new
crop.
One of the things contributing to farmers' problems in recent past,
argues Rep. Berkley
Bedell, 1)-Iowa, is that
they haven't found out until too late what the rules
for federal price,support
protection will be for the
coming crop.
This year, in fact, the

farm program was not
completely announced
until January, four months after winter wheat
farmers planted their
crop and less than two
months before producers
of spring crops headed into the fields.
But Block's top
economist, Assistant
Agriculture Secretary
William Lesher, says the
early announcements
that Bedell and others
want are likely to result
in mistaken program
decisions that will affect
farmers even more
adversely.
"The errors made with
too early of an announcement are too great and
the risks too high,"
Lesher told Bedell and
other members of the
House Agriculture grains
subcommittee Thursday.
He said the administration would do everything
possible to announce the
1984 feed grains program
by the end of September,
six weeks early.

But the panel ignored
Lesher's advice and
voted 12-1 for legislation
setting the earlier program dates. Under the
bill, Block must announce
the 1984 corn and feed
grains program by Sept.
16. Current law requires
the announcement by
Nov. 15.
Next year he would
have until Sept. 21 to announce the program for
he 1985 crop, but he would
have to accelerate the announcement of the program for 1985 wheat from
the current deadline of
Aug. 15 to July 1.
The federal crop program is crucial to many
farmers. It includes the
government's policy on
how much land they must
idle to.remaineligible for
price support protection
and to a certain extent
what the level of price
support protection will
be. For this year's crops,
it also included the optional payment-in-kind,
or PIK, program.

the year
Farmers have been • TheThat's
Federal Land Bank
System was established. And since
banking on US that
time, we've been doing one thing —
providing farm families with a source
since 1916•
dependable, long-term credit at
of
the best possible terms. Even when bad economic times made
other sources of funds less available the Land Bank has been
there with sound long-term financing for eligible purposes.
Nobody can predict what the future will bring. But one thing the
farmer will always be able to depend on. the Land Bank will
be there to help meet the challenges of tomorrow.

Ovtpost Office
In Merray
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Dr. Jynks Britt
is working for
Buchanan Feed
as a consultant
nutritionist.
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111 "SERVING THE
ras ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Any one who has a nutrition

problem with any animal is
welcome to take advantage of
Dr. Britt's service.
Starting now we will be
mixing Hog and Dairy
Premixes as well as Cattle and
Dairy Mineral Mixes.

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
‘
1/ 753-3404

yiPtrain
I
Merchandising

•

753-3378
'
Industrial Road
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Warehousemen
asked to shore
program costs

753-3355

BIG-BUCK
FEEDS

MOM
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picking up the sod packed tilizer will wash away
the ground and the act of with rain. The bigger
cutting the sod was en- trees have done just as
dangering the tree roots. well without them."
"I enjoy working with
Peterson says black
the trees," Peterson walnuts are pruned so the
says. "It's a year-round first nine feet will grow
job, pruning them in the straight. "Also, you don't
spring, spraying and want to shade out
mowing all summer."
walnuts," he says,
His trees are 16 feet "especially the top."
As Peterson toured his
apart, which Peterson
says is "a little close for tree farm last week with
mature walnut trees." Greg Webb and Freeman
Yet, the Division of Ingram of the Division of
Forestry recommends a Forestry, he pointed out
seven-foot separation or two of his main enemies
1,000 trees to the acre.
— the walnut caterpillar
Peterson's love for his and webb worm.
trees is evident and he
"The walnut catersays, with a gleam in his pillar will strip the leaves
eye that left some doubt off the trees pretty quickabout whether he was ly," Peterson said.
serious or joking, "I've
"Look down here," said
told my wife that when I Ingram. "There's
die, I want to be something chewing on
cremated and (have) my these walnuts."
ashes dropped from an
"I'll get my sprayer,"
airplane over the walnut replied Peterson, "It's
trees."
right here in the car."
Peterson says companion trees he planted
alongside his walnuts, to
give them nitrogen and
promote straight growth,
will be removed soon,
“I haven't been
satisfied with the autumn
PARIS, Ky. (AP) —
olives," he says. The Burley Farmers'
"They've been in five Advisory Council has
years and were supposed asked tobacco
to work like the opposite warehousemen in Kenof a parasite, furnishing tucky to share the costs
nitrogen the year around, of new programs to
while commercial fer- reduce a troublesome
oversupply of burley.
Concrete, Pea Gravel,
But one council member
etc. isn't expecting any
FEDERAL
changes.
MATERIALS
A resolution passed by
.the council during a
meeting Monday asks
warehousemen to lower
the fees they collect
from farmers. "I don't expect that
much will result from
it," said Henry West, a
Garrard County farmer
and president of the
council.
Kentucky's 200,000
burley growers will soon
need help from
somewhere,said West.
"Lower warehouse
fees and federal restrictions on tobacco imports
might be the most
logical forms of
assistance," he added.
Warehouse fees are
based upon the gross
prices paid by tobacco
companies for the
farmers' crops during
the annual auctions the
warehouses hold for the
growers.
"This has become unfair," West said,
"because increasingly
large deductions are being made from burley
checks before the
farmers get them."
West said farmers
will have to pay at least
7 cents a pound this year
into a "no-net-cost
fund" designed to protect the federal governRAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
ment from any losses on
price-support loans to
\ farmers.

By THOMAS S. WATSON says Robert Wise, a
Associated Press Writer forester at the state DiviFISHERVILLE, Ky. sion of Forestry's
ok13 1 — R.E. Peterson Elizabethtown office.
Peterson, a retired
believes too many people
are using America's builder, would be 95 when
natural resources without -his trees reach maturity,
offering something in but he views them as an
return, and that's why investment that could be
he's growing more than sold long before then if
necessary.
6,000 black walnut trees.
He sought advice from
Peterson, 66, has
perhaps the largest the state for planning his
private crop of black black walnut farm after
walnut trees in Kentucky. crops, -under a previous
Dr. Henry Smith of owner, failed because of
Owensboro might have flooding on Floyds Fork
more but the margin Creek, which runs beside
his property.
would be small.
The soil is perfect for
Peterson's trees in
eastern Jefferson County growing walnut trees
cover 35 acres, while because of its richness,
Smith's crop in Hancock ability to hold moisture
County is on a 40-acre and drainage. Occasional
tract. The size ,of the flooding hasn't bothered
crop, though, depends on the trees, Peterson says,
how many trees are being except for minor damage
grown and Smith says from drift. The real
Peterson's may be dangers to the trees are
insects, disease, fire and
larger.
Black walnuts also are winds.
When he began the tree
grown experimentally on
unused property at both operation, Peterson
Fort Knox and Fort double-cropped, growing
Campbell, and Peabody and harvesting from the
Coal Co. has planted area between the trees.
many trees in reclama- The operation provided
tion areas of western five sod cuttings at $600
per acre but -was stopKentucky,Smith Says.
The walnut trees, when ped three years ago when
fully mature after about building activity declined
40 years, would be worth and demand for sod
90 cents a board foot for lessened." Peterson says
saw logs and $4.50 a he also stopped doubleboard foot for veneer, cropping because trucks

The
Land Bank

Close to the land and the people who work it.
Every Teeseley
At The KA Office
Hwy. 641 N. 753-5602
11*--

Although 2.5 billion
bushels had been held in
both reserves, some
analysts estimate only
about 1 billion will actually be available for openmarket sale since the rest
is pledged for use in the
PIK program.
In less than a month
now, the national average
corn price has jumped 17
cents a bushel. The daily
spot price is up about a
quarter.
On Capitol Hill, concern about the possibility
of a serious drought
developing in the
Midwest prompted the
House Agriculture Committee to back off its demand that Agriculture
Secretary John Block announce the harm program
for the 1984 corn crop two
months early.
Instead, the committee
voted to move the
deadline for the program
announcement up only
six weeks to Sept. 30.
Block has said previously
that he hopes to announce
the program by then
anyway.
Announcement of the
program — mainly comprised of the administration's requirements for
acreage reduction to remain eligible for price
supports and any price
support changes — is currently required by Nov.
15.

Murray
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Trio digs friend's grove

HEALTH

A harmless lump

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — For
about five months I have had
a medium-sized lump in my
breast, right above the
nipple. 1 had-a mammogram
which proved to be negative.
My doctor diagnosed it as
fibrocystic disease. She says
it is harmless and there is
nothing she can do for it.
I have noticed that the
size and pain varies before,

during and after my menstrual period.
I have cut back on
caffeine and all calcium
foods which is supposed to
help. I am confused and
angry with her decision.
May I have your opinion?
I'm only 20 years old.
DEAR READER — I am
not sure why you are
confused and especially why
you are angry. Your doctor
has evidently reassured you

that you do not have breast
cancer and you should be
happy that your examinations proved that.
Such lumps from flbrocystic disease do not become
cancer either. They are quite
common and may be more
painful just before menstrual periods.
I would like for you to be
a little more aggressive in
your program to help
decrease the symptoms. You

should stop all caffeine.
Don't drink any coffee
except decaffeinated coffee
and no tea except decaffeinated tea. Avoid cocoa
and chocolate in all forms. If
you smoke, stop entirely. If
you follow that program for
a year you may be fortunate
in having a major decrease
in your symptoms.
There is some difference
of opinion about. this, but
studies that showed limited
results were too short in
duration and did not also
have the women stop smoking.
You should read about
fibrocystic disease in The
Health Letter 18-12, Breast
Basics, which I am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
had two growths removed
through my rectum. The
only cutting that was done
was on the growths to
remove them. Before the
operation
they
were
referred to as tumors. After
the operation with the benefits of biopsies, they were
referred to as "polyps" and
non-malignant. What is the
likelihood of recurrence of
these? If there is a recurrence what is the danger of
cancer?

Jr-N.

OPC11 OUSe
August 3

10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Texgas Corporation
"We know we are in a terrible location...
Our location is so bad —
You have to be smart to find us!"
*50th Customer — Receives s50°° bill worth
s10000 toward purchase of gas appliance.

* Refreshments cooked on the grill to be given
away. Come and register.
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*Very Special Price on another grill
*Grill doctor available all day with grill parts.
*Meet Our New Manager — Joyce Barber
*All gas appliances at Reduced prices for day
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*Fleet Service
Specialist.
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DEAR READER' —
Polyps are circumscribed
areas of tissue that project
above the surface of various
linings. So polyps in the
colon are projections of tissue above the surface of the
colon lining. Some are wartlike projections, others are
flatter.
You can tell a certain
amount about a polyp from
its physical size and characteristics, but the best and
final evidence is being able
to look at the tissues under a
microscope. There are several types of polyps but the
common hyperplastic polyp
is a piling up- of .normal
tissues. Possibly this occurs
because the lining is constantly being shed and a new
lining is always being
formed.
Some polyps do have a
relatively marked tendency
to become malignant but
others, such as the hyperplastic ones, are quite common and do not become
malignant.
You may develop new
polyps, rather than having a
recurrence of the ones
removed, just as other people develop polyps. But
because your recent polyps
have been labeled benign, I
would not think you have to
worry any more about
developing a colon malignancy than anyone else, with
or without a polyp.

CO

SOMERSET, Ky.(AP)
— A memorandum is to
be filed by Friday by
Pulaski County JudgeExecutive John W.
Garner's attorneys in the
case involving Garner's
refusal to order a wet-dry
electicur in a Somerset
precinct.
Circuit Judge John
Mandt heard arguments
in the case Friday, but
delayed a decision pending the memorandum.
Danville attorney Jim
Clay, who represents
those seeking the local
option vote, said he will
file an answer to the
memorandum and Mandt
said his ruling would
come "within a week" of

KENTUCKY ASHLAND I3ARDSTOWN BENTON BEREiN
BOWLING GREEN PARIS DANVILLE ELIZABETHTOW
FRANKLIN GLASGOW HAWESVILLE HENDERSON
HODGENVILLE JACKSON LEBANON LEITCHFIELD
LONDON LOUISVILLE MADISONVILLE MONTICELLO
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(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

the filings.
Mandt dismissed the
original plaintiffs in the
suit — Citizens for a Progressive Somerset and
Victor Sams, the
businessman who submitted the petition seeking
the vote.
An attorney for Garner,
Tom Utley, said that
because it is unincorporated, the organization doesn't have legal
standing to file a suit and
he noted that Sams is not
a sregistered voter in the
precinct named in the
petition.

,f‘• sy0
447

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

The Mt. Union
Cemetery at Halfway is
located 121
/
2 miles from
Bowling Green and 121
/
2
miles from Scottsville.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Chart
4 Reads
9 Container
12 Paddle
13 Female
14 Arabian
garment
15 Surgical saw
17 Sewed lightly
19 Goals
21 Parent
colloq
22 Makes lace
25 Organ of
hearing
27 Longing to
enjoy
31 Southern
blackbird
32 Horned
animals
34 Guido's low
note
35 Pronoun
36 Transgress
37 Symbol for
tantalum
. 38 Contrition
41 Weight of
India
42 Paradise
43 Capuchin
monkey
44 The sweetsop
45 Symbol for
tellurium
47 Eat away
49 Individual
53 Ate to lose
weight
57 Before
58 At no time
60 Be in debt
61 Opening
62 Sows
63 Number

3 Prefix before
4 Graceful bird
Answer to Previous Puzzle
5 Compresses
G
6 Part of
I OUU CEO MU E
'to be
G UM
7 Catch
D
colloq
MOLE
8 Break
suddenly
9 Club for
George Brett
10 Man's
nickname
11 Mild
E MU 01213
UM E
expletive
R
16 Footlike part
18 Drawing
room
20 Posed for
sian rulers
49 Wooden pin
portrait
32 River island
50 Period of
22 Yellowish
33 Falsehood
time
color
35 Clues
51 Corded cloth
23 Put up stake 39 Compass
52 Born
24 Note of scale
point
54 Small child
26 Abrogated
40 Scold
55 Female
28 Above
41 Street abbr
sheep
29 Mediter44 Reverence
56 Lair
ranean vessel 46 Vast ages
59 Brother of
30 Former Rus- 48 Ventilates
Odin

pm pp E
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DOWN
1 Witty remark,2 Swiss river
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1963 United Feature Syndicate. Inc

Bushels of Free Entertainment
'Acres of Air Conditioning
'Exhibits 'Animals -Shows
'Bands 'Rides 'Contests 'Fireworks
Admission prices are down to the bear penny!
Gate:
Special Carload. Hours:

•

1•••.•••1110

Adults
$3.00
$1.00
Children 12 & under
Senior Citizens(anytime) . $1.00

Murray 759-1234
Formerly Security Federal

Mayfield 247-2616
Lexington 233-2167
LaGrange 582-3301
Owensboro 926-4020 Louisville 582-3301 •
Radcliff 351-1314
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4551
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only room
for one man at a time in
the hole and Jones said
the red clay ground was
"like digging tar."
Garrett was buried in
the grave Saturday after
services performed at the
J.C. Kirby Funeral
Home.

August 11-20 in Louisville
"The Blue Ribbon Fair"

%L.INCOL.N

wows Cam

route 240.
"They wanted $165 to
dig the grave with a
backhoe," said Beach.
"We wanted to do
something for the boy's
mother. People used to
dig graves this way all
the time."
It took the three young
men nearly eight hours to
dig the six-foot deep and
seven-foot, 11-inch long
grave for their friend
with shovels, a grubbing

the

Access to your money when
you're out of town ... in more
than 40 cities in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. Yours with a
Lincoln Federal Checking
Account. Open one today!

FEDERAL SAVINGS

Green men, who wanted
to do something for the
family of a departed
friend, spent Friday digging his grave.
Billy Beach, Jack
Willians and Bill Jones
began their task in the
morning and it was nearly dark when they finished digging a grave in Mt.
Union Cemetery for
James Milton Garrett,22,
of Bowling Green. Garrett died last Wednesday

Wet-dry memorandum to be filed

•100th Customer — Receives $10000 bill worth
s200°° toward purchase of a gas appliance.

is
.h

HALFWAY, Ky. (AP) whenhis car crashed into
hoe and a hatchet.
— Three young Bowling the Drake Bridge on
state
There was

U
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Arrive before noon Aug. 11-12
andAug.15-20
$3.00
Parking per vehicle
$1.00
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Gov.John Y. Brown's hospital bill could
top $20,000 for his surgery and treatment
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API - Rising medical
costs have been a social
issue for years and Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.'s

medical bill apparently
will reflect the trend.
Brown, who underwent
triple-bypass heart
surgery and treatment

THE ACES
"Always in times of stress
it is the simple virtues that
really count .' -- John G
Winant

In today's interesting
game. East holds the keys to
the final result If East slips,
declarer has an easy time. if
East is alert, declarer has
no way to score his game
West leads the heart jack.
dummy covers and East
must decide whether to win
or wait. If East wins, he
takes the early lead but
South wins the race Dummy refuses the second heart
to isolate East's hearts and
South scores_his nine tricks.
Without a quick entry.
East should signal encouragement in hearts instead of
playing his ace (the nine will
do) When West wins his
spade ace, he will continue
with his heart 10 to assure
down one
Can South make things
more difficult by ducking
the heart jack completely'
Not really East signals with
his nine and when West
continues. East refuses to
take his ace. Once again.
when West gets his spade
ace, a .heart continuation
beats the game
Sometimes one must limit
NORTH
•K Q J 10 9
V K Q3
•A K 3
4

for severe lung complications, was released from
the University of Kentucky Albert B. Chandler
Medical Center on July

BOBBY WOLFF

EAST
NEST
•5
•A 8 6 4 2
•A 9 8 7 6
•J 104
•Q 10 9 4
•6 5
+1092
+8 6 3
SOL TH
73•
•52
IJ872
• J 754
Vulnerable: Both
North The bidding

Dealer

North

East

3 NT

PASS

West
Pass
ras,

South
2 NT
Pass

Opening lead Heart jack
the main course in order to
enjoy the dessert.

4

Lead uith The Aces
South holds

8-1-B

•Q J 1093
•J 199 4
•7
4 10 9 4

East
1 NT

South
l'as,

S%e,t
2*
3 NT

North
2*
111

ANSWER: Diamond seven.
Partner stuck his neck out
to identify his suit. Respect
his Wishes and lead his suit.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12363 Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
Copyright 1983
United Feature Syndicate
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

24, 30 days after he was
admitted because of
chest and back pains.
The amount of his bill is
"his private information" and cannot be
divulged by the medical
center, Mary Colliver of
the hospital's public information office said last
week.
But judging from the
hospital's standard rates,
Brown's bill may top
$20,000.
All patients are charged by the hour for
operating-room use, Ms.
Colliver said. There also
is an hourly charge for
the heart-bypaps pump
that surgeons used during
Brown's operation.
His surgery lasted 4-2
hours,' which would total
$1,025 for the operating
room and $710 for the
pump,she said.
Confinement in the cardiothoracic intensivecare unit costs $630 per
day, Ms. Colliver said.
Brown spent 28 days in
the unit because his
surgeon, Dr. Edward P.
Todd, said a private or
semiprivate room would
not afford Brown the
privacy he needed for
recuperation. If Brown
was charged the
intensive-care daily rate,
the total would be $17,640.
The combined tab for
the surgery and the
intensive-care daily care
would be $19,375.
But Todd also performed a tracheostomy to insert a breathing tube in
his throat. However,
Todd's surgical fees
could not be determined
because they are billed
by a separate office.

I. Legal Notice

NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE
Pursuant to an order of the Calloway Circuit Court dated July
18, 1983, and pursuant to an execution for debt levied upon
personal property of Kennith Green in that Civil Action in the
Calloway Circuit Court styled as Gerald Tabers d/b/a Tabers'
Used Cars vs. Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association,
Phil Archer, Kennith Green,and Pamela Green,8I-CI-311, I shall
offer for sale to the highest and best bidder, the rems of the sale
being cash, the following personal property to satisfy the
judgment of Phil Archer against Kennith Green in the sum of
$2,150.00 plus interest thereon at the legal rate and court costs
incurred in this action.
PROPERTY: 1979 Jeep Truck,Serial No. No. J9A45NN152161.
The above property described property will be sold at the South
door of the Calloway County Courthouse in Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky on August 22, 1983, at 10:00 a.m., to the highest
and best bidder, the sale to be for cash.
By: DAVID BALENTINE,SHERIFF

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray will accept bids for one
pick-up truck. Specifications are available
at the office of the City Clerk, 5th and Poplar
Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids should be
delivered to the City Clerk's office by 3:00
p.m., Thursday, August 18, 1983. The Murray City Council reserves the right to accept
the lowest or best bid or to reject any or all
bids submitted.
INVITATION TO BID
The Mayor and City Council of the City of
Murray, Kentucky, will accept bids for a
Continuous Asphalt Recycler and Vibratory
Plate to be used by the Municipal Utilities
Operations. Specifications are available at
the office of the City Clerk, So. 5th & Poplar
Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids are to be
delivered to the City Clerk's office by 4:00
p.m., CST, August 11th, 1983. The Murray City Council reserves the right to accept the
lowest or best bid or to reject any or all bids
submitted.

2. Notice

2. Notice

Check Our
Classifieds
Daily

1983 untteo Feetwe Synclicate Inc

'RIPPLE EFFECT"

Custom HiBoy
Spraying
753-4095
Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cod.-Buick
Hornbuckle Barber
Shop
225 L.P. Miller St.
Open 8 2p.m.
Monday Saturday
Prompt courteous
complete service.

NICE GUYS
ALWAYS FINISH
LAST/

BALLOON
BOUQUETS

GARFIELD, I KNOW YOU'RE IN
MY FERN. I CAN SEE YOUR TAIL

Memories

WI-IAT DO YOU
HAVE TO SAY
FOR YOURSELF ?

'983 United Feature Syndicate

For all occasions
Mylar and Laytex
helium filled
balloons. Mention
this ad and get
10% off.

Atio.usi

t, 1983 tinned Feature Syndicate inc

IF YOU MUST KNOW,I AM A RARE
CARNIVOROUS FERN, AND IF YOU
DON'T MIND, 1'17 LIKE TO FINISH
EATING YOUR CAT
IN PEACE

8-I

DAVI'S

Inc

No. 4

Dixieland
Ctr.
753-9555

Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.
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Economically
Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section

Mirrray
Ledger
& Times
Machine
Quilting
& Custom
Mode Quilts

CAN 1CIU
AND
DIANA
COME
VVITH

310 3CIP
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OF
COURSE
REX.

NO, REX.
NOT '
THIS
TIME.

ME g

VW CAN ALWAYS
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Send vs your quilt
tops. We furnish
every thing and
return it ready to
go on your bed.
We also have sample quilts for sole
at low prices. 6/
1
2
miles from Murray
on 121 South.
CO1436-5838

6. Help Wanted
The new career agency
division of Kentucky
Central insurance is
searching for individuals capable of
building and maintaining a multi-line agency.
Excellent compensation
and benefits contract.
Licensed agents
preferred, will consider
quality non -licensed
individuals. Contact
Rob Wittenbarger at
247 6867 or 753-4014
(5p.m.).

2. Notice
We have special
prices for your
Tiny Tots.
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN 753 8798

•
•
no

*In Noes
chitlins
gementin
Exprienetl, Fret Estimate
411 leal Cain
or 153-1115
43$-4354

JEWERLY
REPAIR
Stone Setting
Chain Repair
Bridal
Registry
FURCHES
JEWELRY
113 S. 4th 753-2835
5. Lost and Found
Lost -Adult male
Dalmation in area of
university. 753-8056.

6. Help Wanted
Cashier for local grocery. Experienced only.
Please write PO Box
1040C giving experience, age, reason
for wanting job and so
forth.
High Earnings: I need 3
mature, energetic, upward moving individuals to help me
expand my business.
Sales experience help
ful. Call 443-6460 'for
interviews. 515-25K plus
(Appliances).
Friendly home toy parties now in our 28th
year, is expanding and
has openings for man
agers and dealers.
Party plan experience
helpful. Guaranteed
toys and gifts. No cash
investment, no charge.
Car and phone necessary. Call collect, 518489-8395 or 518-489-4429.
Reliable housekeeper,
Cherry Corner area,
day a week. References
and transportation. 4362257, leave message.
Someone to keep children after school from
2:30-5:30 and do light
house work. Must have
reference. Call after
5:30,753-8393.
Taking applications for
sales person. Guaranteed minimum wage.
Insurance program after 90 days. No relative
of present employee. No
automobile sales experience preferred.
Must be willing to work
and able to meet public.
Will interview on Monday night August 1st at
Holiday Inn from 6-9
p.m. 'Room No. 111. See
Max Morris, Sales
Manager.
Trucking, no experience necessary. For
information call 919-2270494 or 919-227-0527
8a.m.-9p.m, Monday Thursday. Adams
Enterprises, Inc.
IMMEDIATE OPENING for marketing representative to cover
west Kentucky. Mid to
high 5 figure earningfull time. Up to $300
weekly-part time. Call
753-5986 Tuesday from
9a.m. Ask for Mr.
Stuteville for interview.
Your interview appointment will be held in
strictest confidence.

Licensed practical
nurses apply at West
View Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St, or call
753-1304.
NEEDED,.IMMEDIATELY: in this
area: Part time home
workers $40 daily
possible. Pre-paring
envelopes, no experience necessary.
Write: U.H.G. R-12
B-181, Bowling Green,
Kentucky. 42101.
Wanted, assistant service manager. New car
dealership. Salary and
fringe benefits. Send
resume to PO Box
1040B, Murray, Ky,
42071.
We are taking Avon
applications for the lake
area, University area,
all of Murray City and
Calloway County area.
Call 753 0232 anytime.
Work Adjustment
Training Co-ordinator
- Minimum education
required, B.S. in Rehabilitation or other
Human Service Field.
Minimum work experience required, one
year in Rehabilitation
or similar type program
dealing with the handicapped. Salary
commensurate with
education and experience. Please send
resume' to Larry
Knight, Executive
Director, J.U. Kevil
Center, South 10th St.,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066. We
are an EOE.
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I would like to do house
cleaning and babysitting. Experienced. 4892224.
Will clean basement
also haul anything away
that I can get in my
truck or will haul
garbage in the county.
Free estimates
753-9685.
Will do babysitting.
Reasonable rates. 7533711
Will stay with elderly
lady in her home. I'm
dependable and can
give references. Call
after 4 p.m. 443-6798.

10. Business Opportunity
Become a member of
the fantastic new
Yurika food family.
Ground floor -multilevel. Chris Allen 898
2570, 442-9500.
MINIATURE GOLF
COURSES Del. in 3
days, outdoors or indoors. Price $3,900 up.
Financing available
LOMMA ENTERPRISES, Scranton,
PA 18505 Tel: (717)
346-5559.

14. Want to Buy
Small Ashley fireplace
Insert. Call 759-4609.
White half runner green
beans for freezing. Call
489-2257.

15. Articles for Sale
5-Ton air conditioner in
good condition. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-5595.

,17. Vacuum Cleaner&

KIRBY SALES
& SERVICE
C

only factory owthorized dealer in this sm.
We repair oil racoon
no labor charges on
any cleaner. hell lino
of now, 'nod and
rebuild cleaners.
Chick us before yen
boy. We will bout any
price around goermitomi. Check us
for all year cleaning
nods, Kirby, Filter
Queen? Elextrolvx,
Hoover, Eieroks, etc.
Coll 759-4501 or
come by 401 Maple
St. South side Capri
Slifer*
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GOLD IL SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
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15. Articles for Sale

•

24. Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Home Sales

S;
X

32. Aft& For Rent

43. Real Estate

3IE

47. Motorcycles

52. Boats-Motors

31:0

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered
Crossties - Now open 1981 River Oak , 14x70, 3
2 BR apartment, ap- Newly
for business In Paris, BR, 2 full baths, fully
listed three bed- 1 9 8 2 Yamaha, 750
PROFESSIONAL
Tenn. RR tie yard. furnished, high ceilings, pliances furnished, room home designed Maxim, backrest, sm
Mobile Home Anchors,
adults only. No pets. especial
CARPET CARE OF
Hwy. 79East Lakeway washer & dryer, central
ly for the re- shield, trunk, road bar,
Deposit required. 436- tired couple
underpinning, roofs
FERS•Special Traffic
. Easy 4,700 miles, sharp. $2800
Circle. Used RR heat and air, all elec5401.
Area Treatment•Spot
sealed, aluminum
maintenance and in tip or best offer
Phone
crossties of grades. tric, excellent condiRemoval.''Steam''
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5., tion. $19,000 or best 2 Room apartment, both top shape. The garage 762-438-4.
patio awnings, single
Cleaning•Power Excarpeted, air con- has a workshop to offer 1983 Honda, ATC
Sat. 8.1 p.m. Business offer. Call 759-4610.
185S
0 Enjoy The
and double carports.
traction•Exclusive
ditioned, partly fur- the crafter and is just a excellent condition. Call
16. Home Furnishings
phone 642-4388. Home Two bedroo
Lake This Summer
m trailer. nished. Private
Cleaners•Carpet Prot
JACK GLOVER
distanc
short
e
entr753-4440
to
phone 642-5174.
the
after
5
p.m
With This 23 Ft
Call 753-8061 and leave ance.
Water bed suite, living
ection
Serving Ken
308 N. 6th. lake for fishing. The 1983 Honda
753-1873
Cruiser
500
Fibergla
Shadow
ss
room suite, dining room Food dehydrators
5 phone number. $1875.
tucky and Tennessee
753.0848.
acre lot offers an excel- Like new, sell or
trade.
sleeps 4, 155 omc
table. Call Sheila, 762- models to choose from.
with the very latest and
Furnished or un- lent area for the garde- Real sharp, must sell
$99.99 to $179.99. Wallen
3746.
Sharp And In Good
Electricai and plumb
best professional carpet
furnished apartments. 1 ner. Call KOPPERUD Call 762-4464.
Hardware Paris.
ing
Conditio
Mobile Home Rentals or 2 BR. Zimmerman REALTY,753-1222.
our speciality. No care at reasonable
n 03500"
Good used plain paper
Honda 350 good condi
lob too small. Free prices. Phone 615-676
18, Sewing Machines
759-1987
AptS. S. 16th 753-6609.
tion. Priced to sell. Call
copy machine. Quality One-2 or 3 BR, natural
estimates on request. 5261 or write Box D.
or 362-8343
Used Singer Machine Copy Products. Call gas or electric, central Nice 2 bedroom duplex
today, 474-8089.
Fast, efficient and all Clifton, Tenn,, 38425
air. $85.1150. Shady on Kirkwood Ext. Lease
STROUT
Touch and Sew, only collect 442-9158.
ut.C... E.
work guaranteed. Call
Oaks 753-5209.
and deposit required.
$66.75 (head only). Sin- Oregon bars
REALTY
anytime 436-2218.
for chain No pets. Call 753-3343.
49. Used Cars
ger Shop, 753-5323.
saws. 20in. for Home. Small nice 1 bedroom
GENERAL HOME
53.
Service
s
Offered
trailer
One
near
or two bedroom
lee Ain Mutt 75341143
Murray,
lite, McCullough, Poulen
REPAIR. 15 years exEarly Bird
1957 Chevy 210 4 door
19. Farm Equipment
giro Nilsen
apts., near downtown
753-5036
and Echo $20.99. Wallen Ky. 489-2611.
APPLIANCE SER
perience. Carpentry,
hardtop. $950. 759.4510.
Discoun
t 10 00
Two bedroom trailer Murray. 753-4109, 762Jos L. Else.. 436-5676
VICE
Kenmore, concrete, plumbing,
6 row Massey Ferguson Hardware Paris.
1970 Camaro, corn
Roof Problems?
19120)W/0w Read
West
ingh
roofing
ouse
quick attach corn Oregon saw chains 343 east of Murray. Call 6650 or 436.2844.
, sliding. NO
,
pletely rebuilt 350 en.
Worm, 13•01Kily 42071
Whirlpool
21 years JOB TO SMALL. Free
header for sale or trade. in. pitch or 16 in. bar 753-2850 or 435-4278.
9111111‘111Z911
gine. Auto. transmis•
(502)73
-0136
experie
nce.
Parts
/35 4593.
estimat
and
es. Days 753
$7.99, 20in. $8.99. Wallen
sion, pb.. B&M shifter,
33. Rooms for Rent
29.
Heating
-Cooling
service.
Aryliow
Bobby
6973,
Hopper
nights 474-2276.
Hardware Paris.
Reystone wheels, askBob's Appliance SerJOEL. KENNON
Rooms for rent 1 block
22. Musical
ing $3200. Phone 762
Platform rocker, sturdy We have a few used air
vice
202
from
S
5th St.
Ink er
university. Call
conditioners for sale
4384.
E.F. Elliott bass guitar. like new $35, 12ft. wide
7 5 3 4 8 7 2 , 753 8 8 8 6
Get a second opinion.
753-8299
141141141
roll down wooden shade We also buy used air 753-1812 or 759-9580
1971 Volkswagon 411 (home)
Asking $200 or best
Free Estimates. Exconditi
oners.
753-910
$25,
4,
/1.110
carpet 120sq. yds.
1%1TGOMUE
automatic transmis
offer. 753-7515.
OM,
good condition $60. 759- Dill Electric.
cellent references.
sion.
Good
conditi
on,
34. Houses for Rent
44. Lots for Sale
1073.
clean car, good tires,
Call
30. Business Rentals
24. Miseellaneous
2 BR house near un- Approxi
mately 25 acres $875. Call 753-6780.
Hugh
Outland
iversity, ideal for of land
_ Catalog Sales Agency, _
Car batteries 24 series 26. TV-Radio
near Coles 1975 Nova, 2 door,
759-1718 759-1135
COMMO
students, only $150 Campground
DORE
COM36 month guarantee
Mini
Church double power, air. Call
PUTERS
monthly plus deposit. 753-3785
$29.99 exchange, 60 SATELLITE TELEVI
759-1412 after 6 p.m.
Ben Nix.
Model
Warehouse
Now
Tree work
Complete ,
Call Spann Realty Asmonth guarantee $39.99. SION. 11 ft. system,
VIC
1977
-20ma
Cadillac
Lot
4
Na.
door
102-103
nice
Pine
polaroto
removal and trimming,
Bluff
r, 125 ft. wiring
soc.
753-7724
.
Wallen Hardware
C-64
Storag
Space
e
$199.111
local
car.
Also
Shores
1974
Subd.
260Z
and alj materials,
40ft.
experienced, reasonaPnnter
2 BR near university. trailer
1266.N
Paris.
on lot. $10,500. with lots of extras
taxes, and labor in
For Rent
ble rates
753 0211
Dtsk Drives
MOIR
No pets. Deposit re- 436-2673
All
types
roofing,
Slabs, 1 mile east of cluded. INSTALLED
753-9872
.
.
Software
evenings.
quired. Call 753-0076.
753-4758
Murray, cheap. Call $1,825. Wood TV., 300
local
Easy
Script
referen
Disk
ces.
144.111
Free
1978 Camaro, white with
WET BASEMENT? We
Easy Mad Disk
2 BR or more, garage,
516.0
753-5107.
Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
black interior, V•8,
Estimates. All work
make wet basements
Games
Farms
45.
for
Sale
$11 IS U.
centra
l
heat,
newly
Slabs and Sawdust. Also Phone 502-472-3704.
automatic, p.s., p.b.,Air
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Days
300 Nino
Mur,oy
painte
d.
489
Apts.
32.
2652
For
Rent
or Older well built 3 BR Spoiler, $3,650. 753-1480.
tobacco sticks. 224-2342.
guaranteed. Call or
753-6581, nights
489-2447.
home on 64 South. 8 1/2 1979 Cadillac Sedan
Two 4x6ft. outside 27. Mobile Home Sales
write Morgan Con1 BR apartment fur759-1859.
acres tillable, 2 building DeVille. Loaded,
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
lighted portable signs 1978 14x70 all electric nished. 753-3134.
low
Genera
l
Haulin
g
lots with separate septic mileage, local, leather
37. Livestock-Supplies
each with box of letters mobile home. 3 BR, 2 1 BR apartment partly
Lime, Gravel and 409A, Paducah, Ky.
system already in
$288 each. BC Wood full baths, porch and furnished.
Grain. J & 'J Trucking 42001 or call 1-442 7026
No pets. Feeder Pigs 40 for sale. place. Owner anxious to seats, locking hub caps.
Working 1009 Paris Rd. steps, 3 ton central air Deposit required.
753.3355. Seeing is Air conditioners, 437-4555.
$110. Call 436-5812 or 489-2697 sell and has reduced
believing.
Mayfield, 247-9667.
washers, dryers, Ken Lake Applia
unit, $9500. 382 2405.
after 7 p.m.
Call 753-0409.
nce
Aluminum and Vinyl
price to $45,000. Can be
Victoria 200 tomato Two room trailer on
1 BR furnished garage Horses boarded, stalls bought separately. For 1979 Cutlass Supreme freezers and re- Service - Re
siding and Aluminum
frigera
tors
29,000
repaire
iuicer complete with 150x170ft. hillside lot at apartment. Water
actual
d
miles
frigerators, Air Con
fur- and pasture space more details call Spann
Residential and corn ditioning Service
White with blue vinyl
new splash guard. Adersons Shores $4000. nished. Will
trim for all houses. It
On All
be availa- available. $20. per Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
merical
.
$29.99. Wallen Call after 4 p.m'502-275- ble Aug.
top,
Call
Sure-Fi
blue
x,
cloth
interior,
Makes. Call 753-8505.
stops painting.
2 or 3. Call month. 753-3010, 759
759-1322.
Hardware Paris.
factory wheels, air
4251.
9360.
753-8294.
Jack Glover
46. Homes for Sale
AM-FM. Call 759-1848
Appliance repair work
Walking horses; all of
753-1873
after 5p.m.
brands.
all
Speciali
in
ze
FARM
ERS
HOME
good breeding,
Tappen.
753-5341
Call
1980
''Camer
or
a.
APPRO
350
VED!!
en!
Extra
stallions, mares, and
Want to work on small
Hauling and custom
colts and a good nice 3 BR home in city. 1 gine, $5000. 753.0643 354•6956. Earl Lovett.
engines - lawn
t/2
Asphalt driveways and
bath,
spreading.
utility
juvenile 11 and under
and anytime.
mowets, tiller, all small
BreerIngmeyer
parking lots sealed by
horse. Broke for a 3 garage. US saving gas Chevrolet Caprice 8
Bobby Mohler
engines. Reasonable
Health Awareness Center
heat. Must see to ap- cylinder, automatic, Sears. For free esyear old child. 527-0157.
Rates. Andy Elkins,
753-6692
preciate. Priced low at needs body work. $400.
timates call 753-2310.
phone 753-4590.
$31,500. Just listed and or best offer. Call
GOLF, ANYONE?
Will do plumbing, air
not yet shown so make 759-4610 after 6 p.m.
38. Pets-Supplies
Mitchell Paving and conditi
Less vigorous than other sports,
oning, carpenan appointment to see
with nerve transmission. Correct
Hauling
. Asphalt pay try, roofing
AKC Registered Black at Spann
golfing can be strenuous if you're
, painting
any spinal disorders before you
Realty Assoc. 50. Used Trucks
ing,
sealing, striping and will
Labrador Retreiver 753-7724.
unaccustomed to much footwork.
also haul
swing that club.
Stone, gravel, etc
1944 Willys Jeep 90
pups. Excellent
753-2211 or 753-9600.
It can create or aggravate pain or
After playing, if you suspect
Phone 753-1537.
bloodline, 8 weeks old. New and exclusively percent restored. Must
Rates.
Low, low
discomfort in your lower body, any dislocation, sprain, or other
differen
t
listing
in Can- sell. 753.7828.
Day 502-522-3271, Night
O.T. Stalls Portable
Satisfied References.
even after thirty minutes. This beterbury Estates. Bedamage, always have it checked
502-924-5598.
Welding and Repair
1955 Ford 1 ton truck.
comes very severe by the time you
Estimat
autiful
Free
es.
custom
built 4 Ford 400
out promptly by your chiropractor.
Service, also wrought
engine and
AKC registered Cocker bedroom, 2
reach the 18th hole. If you have
1/2 bath transmission,
759-1983
iron, porch post and
Chevy 6
Spaniel pups. Call
Brought to you as a community
Colonial Farm Style
some muscular skeletal misalignrailings. 753-5425.
cylinder engine and 3
759-1712.
service
by
home.
Pegged hardment or congestion to begin with,
Registered Miniature wood floors, chair rails, speed transmission, Bob's Home Improveyou could be in for lots of trouble.
Olds 400 turbo trans- ment
Dachs
and General Conhund
puppies custom built kitchen mission
Before heading for the golf
4 miles East Hwy EN
, 1967 Datsun tracting.
Alining Service Co.
black
and
with
20 years extan. 354-6298.
pantr
y
and
course, head for your chiropracMurray,Ky. 42071
wagon needs motor
perience, additions,
Alernierm
microwave. Two decks
aid
vinyl
Yorksh
ire
PROFESSIONAL
Terrie
tor's office. Schedule an exam to
rs
Call 759-4805 or 753.8-430.
Phone(502) 753-2962
carpentry, painting,
ready to go. Phone for outdoor enjoyment.
Costow trio work.
spotlight any vertebral impingeOut of State 1400-626-3386
PAINTING
1975
Ford
Super
conc
Cab.
rete work,
KOPPERUD REALTY
489-2651 after 7 p.m.
ment upon your spinal nerves that
Refereaces. Call Will Ed
interior & Exterior,
Power steering-brakes, aluminum awnings and
Hours8 A.M.-5 P.M.
753-1222.
could cause pain or interference
air conditioned, auto- trailer skirting. Wall
Monday Thru Friday
reasonable rates. Coll
753-4603.
40. Produce
Offers now being acmatic, 67,000 miles, papering done by Paper
Keith Black 753-6244
cepted
on
this three S2450-trade
Erigated corn, beans,
offer.
442
Dolls Paper Hanging.
or 753-0839 for free
peas, and tomatoes. bedroom brick in Lake 0595.
Call 753-4501 after 5 pm.
Painting
Forest Subdivision.
Paperhang
Call 753-8848.
C.
Central electric heat 1978 Chevy short wheel Bull dozing and backhoe ing, Interior
Exterior,
June Apples. Call 435- and air; electric
base, 6 cylinder straight work. Call 437-4533 Commercial
Re
Will
garage
haul
white rock,
ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE
4131.
door opener, range, Shift. 1973 Chevy Win- days, after 8:00p.m. sidential, 20 years, resand, lime, rip rap and
dow
Van
350
automat
354-8161
ic.
Sweet
ferences, free esCorn $1.00 dozen. dishwasher. Carpet and
masonary sand, coal.
Wednesday, August 17
489-2308 or 489 2101.
timates. Tremon
drapes. Fenced back 753-9872.
Call Roger Hudson 75310 A.M.
Farris, 759-1987.
yard. Located on three
12 UNIT APARTMENT COMPLEX, 2 UNIT COMMERCIAL BUILDI
4545.
NG
43. Real Estate
lots with nice trees. 51. Campers
OFFICE AND APARTMENT BUILDING
Well worth your time to 1969 Bonanza Camper
LOCKSHOP STOCK AND FIXTURES
see! Moderately 19ft. Air, stove, re- INTERIOR
DUPLEX
Purdom & Thurman
priced! Roberts Realty, frigerator, bath. $1800.
Location: 900 Coldwater Rood, 901 Coldwater Rood, 1Vs
EXTERIOR
miles east of Murray,
753-1651.
Insurance
Call 753-6911.
Kentucky on Highway 94.
Carpets steam cleaned, windows
PAINTING
This
country charmer 9ft. Over cab truck
Real Estate
TRACT irl
just
washed inside and out. Walls,
reduced, minutes camper sleeps 5, with
Simithside Court Sq.
900 Coldwater Road
from town has so much new jacks $650. Call WALLPAPERING
10 UNIT APARTMENT BUILDING AND 2 UNIT APARTMENT
ceiling, woodwork washed.
Murray, Kentucky
BUILDING
to offer for its price. 753-7930.
(6 Two -Bedroom A portments)
There are 3 or 4
753-4451
(2 One-Bedroom Apartments)
JIM DAY
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, 52. Boats-Motors
(2 Efficiency Apartments)
Free Estimates
large country kitchen,
Painti
ng
14ft. Starcraft boat,
(2 Single Rooms)
skylights, fireplace, all
trailer, 40hp Johnson
The ten unit building has eight apartments on the lower level
appliances, sitting on an
759-9754
and two upstairs
759-1834
motor. 759-1219.
753-3716
apartments. It is constructed of concrete block with brick veneer
acre lot that has so
face. It has an
asphalt shingle roof, concrete walks, paved drives, and ample
1981
Ranger
V-350 150 * FREE
much privacy to offer.
parking. All units
Bonde
d,
Local
and Mature.
EST•MA -"ES *
hove vinyl and carpeted floors and ore air conditioned. -The two
Owner must leave area. Evinrude. 1-898-8383.
unit building is
Appoiatments made
constructed of concrete block with brick face and is basically the
Make him an offer.
some as the ten
for your coavonience.
unit building. All units are furnished with the necessary furnitur
Priced at $39,500. Call
e and appliances.
These units hove been well maintained and are in better than average
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Full time sales
condition at
this time. All units ore presently rented and this complex
753-1222.
associates evening
and enjoyed a high
occupancy rote for several years. The lot fronts approximately
195 feet on
phones.
Coldwoter Rood and is located only one block from the Murray
47. Motorcycles
State University
153-1249
Amos Carty.Mc
campus.
1979 Honda 750 LE. Call
Theresa Wert . /53-1111 436-5519
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
.
TRACT N2
kyce ktswort1 753-1311 1980 Harley Davidso
n
900 Coldwater Rood
And
Save For A Handy Reference)
153-2517 motorcycle for sale or
fay Spas
2 UNIT COMMERCIAL BUILDING
trade. 435-4593.
Asia biome . 153-2477
This tract fronts Coldwater Rood approximately 60 feet and
the improvements
1982 Honda Gold Wing
Wass
consist of o 38x52 concrete block building that is sectioned
753-2413
into two commercial
Interstate. Call after
units that are presently occupied by Hal Lock Company and
lames
kin
7534391
.
.
.
.
West Kentucky Music
4p.m. 492-8957.
Company. This building is of concrete block construction
with concrete floors,
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
plote glass windows, gas and electric heat, and window air conditio
n. It fats ample
paved parking and rear service entrance.
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
Fans! Fans! New
shipment of paddle fans.
Just arrived! 42" model
$48.95. 52" model $88.95.
Deluxe model only
$129.98. Singer Shop,
Bel Air, 753-5323.

BOAT
FOR SALE
You

tedlOsE%

%PIM'

ROSS
ROOFING

LIME

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

PAINTING

T.L.C. Maid Service

Tender Loving Care

af.
eR eM

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

Police
911

911

Locksmith Inventory And Equipment
Counters, drill press, work benches, grinder, three key machine
s, three code
machines for automobile, 150 door locks, 3,000 to 4,000
key blanks, 300 pod
locks, four floor safes, and miscellaneous mobile home parts.
All stock and fixtures will sell as one unit. Tract MI, 02, and locksmit
h stock and
equipment will be sold separate and then various combino
tions will be offered.
TRACT N3
901 Coldwater Rood
OFFICE AND APARTMENT BUILDING ,
The lower level of this structure is presently occupied
by o physician and the
upstairs is a four room furnished oportment with
gas heat and window air
conditioning and a private outside entrance. The lower
level has 1,200 square feet
that is sectioned off into four examination rooms, waiting room,
business office,
both, and storoge room. Floors are vinyl and carpeted.
The building is of concrete block construction with brick
and cedar facing and the
lot is approximately 65'x200'.
This property will be shown by appointment only by contracting
the selling agent.
TRACT 44
1 ',I miles east of Murray just north of Hwy 94
DUPLEX
This duplex has approximotley 900 square feet on each side that sectione
d off
is
into living room, kitchen, two bedrooms, eating area,
and bath. This brick veneer
building has an asphalt shingle roof, storm windows and
doors, carpeted ond vinyl
floors, electric heat and window air conditioning. Each unit
is furnished with the
basics and will go with property. Lot is approximately 150*x90'.
This property will be shown by appointment only be contacti
ng the selling agent.
Seldom is property such os this offered for sole and almost
never whet* you set the
price. This property will be sold at absolute auction subject
to nothing.
Due to fleolth reasons, Mr. Hole is no longer able to manage
this property
affectively.
There will be no combination of any of these properties excecpt Tract
1, 2, and the
lockshoP equipment. There will be on open house and public showing of all of
these properties on August 4, 1 pm. to6 p.m. and August 11, 1 p.m.
to-6 p.m. To
inspect any other time you must make on appointment with the selling
agent
TERMS: 20 percent down day of sole with belowcwoe delivery
of deed within 60
POSSESSION: With deed, subject to tierissesets rigists. All rout
will be pro-rated as of
closing as will city and county property tones.
OWNER: Nilson Mole

.mpaannamemo1m4mosolowwwewm"'
--'16■10

COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS
121 South
753-0194
Phone sales and repairs
Residential - Business
Bobby Wade - Allen Poole
60 years experience
We have it, can get it
or it can't be had.

FOR SALE
TO SETTLE ESTATE
Three bedroom frame home,
overlooking lake. Good condition, dialog
room, living room, kitchen, yams,
laundry room. Located on Rte. 5
Lakeway Shores, Alarray, Ky.
Selling separately: 1982 Harris, Sand
Piper Pontoon 'pat whirl982 Evissestio
70 HP motor, used only 3 weeks.
Contact Mart Blankenship
Attonmy for Estate
753-2633 or 436-2288
between 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.
-

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

153-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

753-8181

Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work.
References.
Cell Will Ed Bailey,
751 0689.

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air
Conditioning
Soles
Soles and
Service
Modern
Sheet Metal & Ser
vice Departments

753-9290

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC

END cowrie. Miler fer Wes
sod sory•ce • Myrna, aid
Cellars, County 152
Cb•stair

Aluminum
Service
Co.

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

Paper Dolls
Paper hangers
•,

Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

Poison
Control
753.7588
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OBITUARIES

Wade Roberts,64, Rt. 5, Lori Roberts, Ray
died Sunday at 1:30 p.m. Stephen Roberts, Jason
at St. Thomas Hospital, Suiter and Jodi Canady.
One sister, Mrs. Vernon
Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Roberts had ( Eva) Moody, Rt. 8, surretired as supervisor of vives, along with five
the Kentucky Forestry brothers, Carlton
Service. A veteran of Roberts, Dearborn,
World War II, he was a
Mich., Clifton Roberts,
member of Cherry Cor5, Guthrie Roberts,
ner Baptist Church and Rt.
2, Gray Roberts,
Rt.
the Hoyt Roberts Sunday
Pasadena, Calif.,
South
School Class of the
and J . Roberts, 1706
church.
Farme ve.
Born Sept. 23, 1918, in
eral will be
The
Calloway County, he was
2 p.m. in the
at
y
sd
Tue
the son of the late John D.
chapel of Blalock Roberts and Lela BoatColeman Funeral Home.
wright Roberts.
The Rev. David FamHe is survived by his
and the Rev. R.J.
brough
wife, Mrs. Mary Ruth
Burpoe will officiate.
Houston Roberts, to
Music will be by the choir
whom he was married on
Cherry Corner Baptist
Dec. 24, 1940; one of
Church.
daughter, Mrs. Jackie
Burial will follow in the
(Sheila) Canady,
Cemetery.
Hicks
Paducah; one son, Fredmay call at the
Friends
wife,
die Roberts and his
home after 6 p.m.
funeral
Phyllis, Rt. 5; five grandMonday ).
children, John Kelso, today

By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
MARTF4I, Ky. (AP) For an injured coal
miner, the trip out of an
underground mine to get
medical attention can be
rough.
"The usual thing is to
throw them in a scoop
bucket on rubber-tired
equipment" and the
journey can take as long
as an hour, said Curtis L.
Hughes of Martin.
The low-slung, rubbertired scoops bounce a lot,
and if an accident victim
has broken ribs, "you
risk puncturing a lung,"
he said.
Also, said Hughes, who
is trained as an emergency medical technician,
the delay in proper treatment for shock, suffered
by most mine accident
victims, can prove fatal.

•'Shock is really the No.
1 killer," said Hughes,
who has had 12 years ex:
perience underground,
including three as a state
mine inspector and six as
a coal operator.
"If you get hurt in the
mines, you're in trouble,"
he said, adding that he
believes his
"underground ambulance" can change
that.
The vehicle was the
brainchild of an idle
winter.
"We were kind of forced out of the mining
business by our depression in the coal industry.
We lost orders, and we
had to haul our equipment back to Grayson
where we had it financed," he recalled.
"Instead of going
crazy, I thought why

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) - The Jefferson
County Commonweath's
attorney was to review
charges today against
Lawerence T. Briggs, 48,
after the car he was driving struck a line of elderly and handicapped people waiting to receive
surplus food, resulting in
one death and sending
seven others to hospitals.

Sams and Zilliner Smith
Sams.

Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Alene Kyle Sams;
one daughter, Mrs. Sue
Jackson, Warren, Mich.;
two stepsons, Bradley
McMillan, Westland,
Mich., and Bobby
McMillan, Crutchfield.
Also surviving are one 's( Laura C. Weathers died
sister, Mrs. Rebecca as a result of the accident
Smith, Westview Nursing,. Saturday on the sidewalk
Home, Murray; one beside the Fifth Street
brother, Herman Sams, Baptist Church at 217 S.
Paducah, formerly of 19th St., Louisville police
Murray; eight stepgrand- reported.
children; nine stepCapt. Brad Learn,
greatgrandchildren.
operations supervisor for

Louisville's EMS, said
one person was treated at
the scene and six were
taken to hospitals.
Humana Hospital University reported four victims
admitted in serious but
stable condition. A victim
taken to St. Anthony
Hospital was admitted in
stable condition and the
other was treated at
Jewish Hospital and
released.
Briggs was initially
charged with driving on a
revoked operator's
license, failing to have insurance and public intoxication. He remained in
the Jefferson County Jail
in lieu of $430 bond.
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"From the accident can be pulled from either
biltzes. It is 24 inches high,
6 feet wide, 12 feet long scene at the face of the end. That way you can't
and weighs 790 pounds. It mine, he'll be strapped to get it stranded," Hughes
the stretcher until he gets said.
will cost about $9,000.
Currently, Hughes to a hospital bed,"
He said the product
said, "if a miner is two or Hughes said.
resulted from "a lot of adthree miles deep, it can
The unit is low-slung, vice from a lot of coal
take 30 or 40 minutes, up Hughes said, because miners. When I would get
to an hour, before he can "some of our mines are in an idea I would go to a
get any kind of care.
30-inch (high) coal," and coal miner or I would go
-And the first few for the same reason, the to a state inspector and
minutes after an accident doors on tbe sides of the say 'What do you think of
are the most critical for equipment boxes open this?' Probably 100 years
the victim," Hughes said. downward.
of coal mining experience
The underground amThe boxes can be has gone into this."
bulance, he said, "would
State law requires an
removed to provide room
be on the working section.
for additional victims and emergency medical
The miners could see this
"so the EMT has a place technician in any mine
thing from where they
to ride with his patient. employing 25 or more
are working. The first-aid
The EMT can treat the miners, and Hughes
station is going to be right
patient while he rides predicted "the day will
there."
come when all the mines
along," he said.
It will be equipped
The 12-foot long skids will have EMTs."
"like an emergency
provide "a smooth acHughes said he hopes
room" with a long list of
tion" compared to a that requirement, and
supplies including
bouncing rubber-tired advertising aimed at coal
medications, bandages,
vehicle, Hughes said. miners, will persuade
blankets, tourniquets and
"You can administer an operators to invest in his
splints, he said. The
IV (intravenous needle) equipment.
removable stretcher with
on a skid."
"It is for the working
oxygen equipment slides
he said. "That is
man,"
be
can
also
unit
The
victhe
so
out on rollers,
tim can be transported in constructed on wheels for really the feeling that
an ambulance or truck use on track, and has tow- went into it, because I
the mine to a ing tongues compatible was a miner before I was
from
Senior citizens and the
with mine equipment. -It anything else."
handicapped had lined up hospital.
along one side of the
building shortly after 9
a.m., while other recipients of the government
surplus food were waiting
the -Dr. Kildare" televi- died Friday, "Arsenic
By JAY ARNOLD
in the rear.
Associated Press Writer sion series ('1961-1965), and Old Lace," "East of
BEVERLY HILLS, died Friday at 8:30 p.m. Eden," "Seven Angry
Police said a man had
parked his car along the Calif. ( AP)- Actor Ray- at Cedars Sinai Medical Men" and "The Naked
curb and had just drop- mond Massey, who has Center. The death was and the Dead."
Massey, who directed
ped off a passenger. died at the age of 86, was due to complications
bout
month-long
a
from
a
or
of
man
produced many of -his
"enormous
When a car in front of him
pulled out, said police, humor and courtesy" with pneumonia, said stage productions, played
the man accelerated his with a gift for making his another son, Geoffrey Lincoln in Robert Sherwood's Pulitzer Prizevehicle, apparently try- characters come alive, Massey.
Funeral services were winning Broadway play,
ing to find, a better place recalled his son Daniel.
"Just look at his Work to be private.
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois"
to park. His vehicle ramThe craggy-faced actor for two years, then took
Abe Lincoln. It's an unas
med a parked car and
shoved it into the line of canny ability to get inside appeared in more than 70 the show on national tour.
another person's mind movies and 80 stage propeople.
and soul," the younger ductions, with starring
roles in 11 Broadway
Officers said three peo- Massey said.
The actor's portrayals shows. He retired a
ple were pinned against
the wall of the church and of the Civil War president decade ago, but had just
IA)U1SVILLE. K) AP USDA
the car continued mov- led one critic to describe completed filming an Estimated
receipts cattle and calves
televiautobiographical
who
lower.
2.000:
00
man
50-1
"the
steers
as
slaughter
him
several
ing, striking
slaughter heifers 300 lower, slaughter
more people before it took Abraham Lincoln off sion program to be shown cows steady to 1 03 higher advance on
his
in
native
Canada.
cutter, slaughter bulls limited sales
the
brought
and
penny"
stopped. The driver of the
steady, slaughter calves and
- Cbout
Among his films were,
accident car told police him alive for millions.
vealers steady to weak, feeders open"The
Zenda,"
of
Prisoner
to 1 00 lower
steady
mg
Massey, more recently
his accelerator became
steers choice 2-4 9254180
known as Dr. Gillespie on with David Niven, who lbsSlaughter
stuck.
5800.41 60. good and choice 2-31100-

don't I try to do
something. Instead of
watching the snow fall,"
Hughes said.
His emergency medical
training had dealt with
first-aid needs and problems in the mines. "I
had knowledge of all this
and I figured it would be a
good time to put it all
together."
He built a 30-inchkmodel
last winter, and then constructed a full-sized
underground ambulance
and first-aid station at his
brother's shop near Martin, where he is prepared
to manufacture it.
Hughes also applied for
a patent, and said a patent search showed that
his device is "one of a
kind."
It carries a stretcher
and two 8-foot-long water
and dust-proof equipment

Raymond Massey dies at hospital

Livestock
market listed
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FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT -INVESTMENTS

Prices furnished
Michigan.
Industrial Average

•121E
Tiempo

4275

Size P15.580H13
Tubeless Whitewall
plus 1.51
Fed Ex Tax

NO TRADE

NO TRADE NEEDED

Stock market
by

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear

SAVE
•

41,

Attorney plans review of charges
of man whose car struck people

Henry Sams'rites Saturday

•

,

w

Trip out of coal mine can be painful for injured worker

Wade Roberts dies Sunday

Services for Henry
Sams were Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Hornbeak Funeral Home,
Fulton. The Rev. Ora
Belle Peck officiated.
Burial was in the
Greenlea Cemetery
there.
Mr. Sams, 90, Rt. 1,
Fulton, died Thursday at
Haws Memorial Niirsing
Home, Fulton.
A retired farmer, he
was a member of Crutchfield United Methodist
Church.
Born July 22, 1983, in
Fulton County, he was the
son of the late George

we we
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Tubeies
Phu 188 nuewall
Fed.Ex Tax

NEEDED

First of
+4.01
46 -1'2
29 +1'8
61 unc.
27L2 -513
473
4 -38
/
575,8 -k8
604 unc.
15 -Ls
4 +1/8
3
52/
4 /
731
4
3
32/
4
/
371
287/8 +1'4

36L4 +
1207,8 +2
58 -iz
19 unc.
43s8 -38
32st +1,8
2678 +I-2
393(4 -34
378 -1'8
36"4
1,1
33 -3•4
40',4 -34
1641 -1,1
1878 unc

Gulf Oil
I.B.M
J.C. Penney
Jerico
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm.
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
C.E.F. Yield

STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS- MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

-2-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1±
UNCLE JEFF'S
DISCOUNTPHARMACY
J

Size43

$

P14575R14
Tubeless Whitewall
Plus 2.11 Fed. Ex. Tax

Federal-State Market News Service Monday, August 1.1963
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 199 Est 450 Barrows ik Gilts
75-1 lower Sows mostly steady to 50 lower
94600-46 75
US 1.2210-2441 lbs
145 5-46 25
US 2 2013-210 lbs
145 75-46 25
US 1 210-250 lbs
044 75-45 75
US 2-350-270 lbs
Sows
929 50-32 00
US 1-2270-350 lbs
13050-3258
US 1-3300-450 lbs
922.504.2.0e
US 1-3 60-503 lbs
1231145.(0
US 1-3 5004601M
12558-0050
US 2-3300-500 Ibis
Boars177-2e

F F'S

Low, Low Prices

NO TRADE NEEDED
- • •-er

Hog market

8 78

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Tiempo

1175 lbs 5700. good 1-2 780-1220 It.
52 00-58 50, Standard and good 930-1160
lbs including dairybreds 12 25-4925.
slaughter heifers choice 2-4 775-950 lbs
5360-57 80. good 1-2 700-900 lbs 19 405204). standard and good 650-775 lbs
180047 00. commercial cows 3-5 38 0042 30, utility 1-3 36 50-40 25. high dressing 41,00-4475, cutter 1-2 mostly 3.4,753800. ct.'anner and cutter under 800 1bs
27 00-33 00, slaughter bulls grade 1-2
115-1405 lbs 48 00-54 013. grade 2 8001315 lbs 4325-46 26. slaughter calves
and sealers good and choice 194300 lb
resters 55 00-62 00. choice 303-400 lb
calves 50 00-56 50. good 46 013-50 03
Feeder steers medium frame 1 few
large 1300-500 Ite 58 00-61 25: 500400
lbs 58.00-59 75, 600-705 lbs. 5600.5850,
800-900 Re 51 00-56 00. small frame 1
600-625 lbs 51 75-53 50. medium frame 2
300-500 lbs. 5000-58.00, 500-7013 lbs 49 00
58 00: 700-975 lbs 46 50-53 00. large
frame 2 Holsteins 300-500 lbs 150048 00, 500-685 lbs 40 00-46 50. 750-810
lbs 40 50.4150, heifers medium frame 1
500-725 lbs 19 00-53 50 including
halfload 725 lbs 5040. medium frame 12 304500 lbs 46 00-49 75, 500-765 lbs
45 00-50 00, medium and large frame 2
340-500 lbs 41 93-4700, 503-800 lbs 37 0°45 00

New Telephone - 753-7688
Registered Pharmacist- Wolter Mehr
= We Keep Complete Records For Taxes And Insurc

MM.

MORE TIRE DEALS:
Size & Type

Tire

SALE PRICE

P19570114 Radial

Eagle ST RWL

P22570115 Radial

E..ST 1WL

A71-13 Bias-Ply

Power Streak II

E71-14 Bias Ply
G71-15 Bias Ply
7-50-16 Light Track

Power Streak II
Power Streak II
Rh Hi Miler D.

75.05
84.70
31.95
40.41
45.27
73.00

Plus FET,
no trade
needed
2.25

MIK STUMP
REMOVAL

ERA
i., =

We con remove stumps up
to 24 below In. neound
435 4343m 43543)9
_

- 111111111111iii WHIM

2.11
1.44
1.71
2.31
3.51

Hurry Sale Ends Aug. 6, 19113
11.
...estIC,1.60W*1•0 P•11,
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Larsen,* aascupeemorst $411
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LURE 8. OIL CHANGE
FILTER

Easy Terms
•90 Days Same As Co,h

1981 Datsun

•6 17, 18, 24, 36 mo.

5 Speed, Air conditioning, 32,xxx
miles, long wide bed, AM-FM radio.

"
$1 3
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To Pey
Mosterc old VISA

DWAIN TAYLOR

W WW4.4
,
4 ••• •440

RUDOLPH TIRES

AligAnnmdent

E-HEVA LET
E-HEVR 0 LET

753-0595721 S. 12th Murray, Ky.
•

eV.

•11, et•

Large Bar- B-41
Sandwich IL
French Fries Good
1-5•113
Through .....
•••

C:64 "'

•••

We're RemodelingPardee Ovr Mess. Look
For Oar Celebration
When We're Threvgh
Convenient Drive-Up Window
753-0 43
Cheilnut St. Marra
•

